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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method links one or more disparate community 
awareness management (CAM) datasets for a community 
awareness program (CAP) with one or more spatial layers to 
create linked CAM datasets. One or more data attributes 
common to a CAM dataset and a spatial layer are identified, 
and the link is defined between the CAM dataset and the 
spatial layer. The spatial layer and the linked CAM dataset 
then may be queried using a single input query. Features from 
the spatial layer and features from the linked CAM dataset 
that match the query are generated for display. In one embodi 
ment, a system and method manage CAPassets, transactions, 
interest areas for the CAP, and buffer areas for the CAP. An 
audience utility enables entering and maintaining audience 
data for the CAP. A journal utility enables making journal 
entries for one or more audience members, CAPassets, trans 
actions, and/or other CAM data. A link document utility 
enables linking one or more documents to CAM data. 
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COMMUNITY AWARENESS MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS AND METHODS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is a Divisional of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/059.847, entitled Community 
Awareness Management Systems and Methods, filed Feb. 17. 
2005, which takes priority to U.S. Patent App. Ser. No. 
60/546,718, entitled Community Awareness Management 
Systems and Methods, filed Feb. 19, 2004, and is related to 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/467,159, entitled Com 
munity Awareness Management Systems and Methods, filed 
Aug. 24, 2006, Publication No. US2007/0016565, U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 1 1/467,161, entitled Community 
Awareness Management Systems and Methods, filed Aug. 
24, 2006, Publication No. US2007/0027903, U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 1 1/833,093, entitled Community Aware 
ness Management Systems and Methods, filed Aug. 2, 2007, 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/833,097, entitled Com 
munity Awareness Management Systems and Methods, filed 
Aug. 2, 2007, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/833, 
108, entitled Community Awareness Management Systems 
and Methods, filed Aug. 2, 2007, the entire contents of which 
are hereby incorporated herein by reference, and is related to 
Attorney Docket No. 121447 entitled Community Awareness 
Management Systems and Methods, and Attorney Docket 
No. 121449, entitled Community Awareness Management 
Systems and Methods, both filed on the same date as this 
application, the entire contents of which are hereby incorpo 
rated herein by reference. 

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCHOR 
DEVELOPMENT 

0002. Not Applicable 

COMPACT DISKAPPENDIX 

0003) Not Applicable 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0004. The present invention relates to the field of manag 
ing community or public awareness systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0005 Community awareness management companies 
(CAMCs) provide community awareness programs (CAPs) 
(also referred to as public awareness programs) for businesses 
and other entities, such as the pipeline industry. A CAMC 
manages various facets of CAPs, including, for example, 
direct mail campaigns designed to educate various audiences 
about the business or other entity, the environment, and other 
information. In an example of a pipeline company, the CAMC 
educates various audiences about the pipeline company and 
pipeline operations. The CAMC may include other or differ 
ent information for other entities or other pipeline programs. 
0006 Audiences for a particular CAP may include resi 
dents, businesses, emergency management persons or 
groups, excavators, or other audiences. The CAMC generally 
identifies stakeholder audiences for a particular CAP and 
other contacts to which information will be sent. A stake 
holder audience includes those audience members that have a 
stake in education or other awareness programs, such as resi 
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dents and business that may be interested in a company's 
business, its operations, or other issues. 
0007 When managing a CAP for a pipeline company, for 
example, CAMCs may analyze pipeline data, identify the 
stakeholder audience for the pipeline CAP establish mailing 
lists designed for the specific stakeholder audiences and/or 
specific companies or other contacts, and design, print, and 
execute mailings. One or more of the foregoing may be 
included in a package referred to as an audit package. Upon 
program completion, the CAMC may provide the client with, 
for example, an audit package having a map of a pipeline area 
in which areas of mailings are designated, paper and compact 
disk (CD) copies of the mailing lists, and a form documenting 
acceptance and delivery by the Post Office of a mailing and 
the number of pieces in the mailing. In other CAPs, other 
items may be included in an audit package. Since these audit 
packages generally are paper, they require a significant 
amount of storage. 
0008. The CAMC works with client companies to under 
stand their centerline data. Centerline data generally identi 
fies the centerline or physical location of a structural item of 
relevance to the CAP for a geographic area. In the pipeline 
CAP example, the centerline data is used to show the center 
line of pipeline locations in one or more geographic areas. 
0009. Using the centerline data for one example, the 
CAMC generates a paper map and a paper report to identify 
data managed by the CAP. Such as applicable pipelines or 
other data. The paper report may identify, for example, a table 
of audience members within a geographic location for the 
CAP. 
(0010. The CAMC defines a buffer area, which generally is 
a number of feet or miles from the centerline data. Audiences 
within the buffer area are identified, and the buffer area and 
the audiences in the buffer area typically are identified in the 
audit package. In the pipeline CAP example, the buffer area is 
defined for a distance from the pipeline centerline data, and a 
pipeline analysis with the identifications of audiences within 
the buffer area is generated for an audit package. 
0011. The CAMC may generate one or more audit pack 
ages for a client in a program year. A program year is 365 days 
(not including a leap year) during which a CAP operates. 
0012. A dataset is a collection of data that relates to a topic 
or thing. Generally, the dataset has data attributes that 
describe the collection of data. The data attributes are related 
to each other and related to the topic or thing of the dataset. 
For example, a business dataset for a pipeline may contain a 
set of attributes for the land on which the pipeline is located or 
for pipeline statistics. 
0013. A company and/or a CAMC may have different 
datasets of information related to the CAP. However, the 
datasets are difficult to manage. 
0014. It would be helpful to have geographic information, 
Such as maps, for the CAP. Geographic information system 
(GIS) products provide geographic information, such as maps 
or other geographic data, based on some input. With mostGIS 
products, if you want to relate data from multiple disparate 
datasets to geographic data you must permanently merge the 
data from the disparate datasets with the geographic data. 
However, this generally requires that the data be replicated. In 
Some cases, the data may require conversion prior to replica 
tion. Other GIS products provide the ability to join or asso 
ciate one or more datasets with geographic data, but only as 
long as the datasets are in the same database in which the 
geographic data is housed. 
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0015 Improved systems and methods are needed to geo 
graphically identify aspects of a CAP and to enable entry and 
management of audience data, including entering and identi 
fying audience members geographically, throughout a pro 
gram year. Thus, new systems and methods are needed to 
enable linking different datasets in a community awareness 
management system with spatial data without replicating the 
datasets and to enable a user to access the datasets spatially. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0016. In one embodiment, systems and methods for a 
community awareness program (CAP) link one or more dis 
parate community awareness management (CAM) datasets 
with one or more spatial layers to create linked CAM datasets. 
One or more data attributes common to a CAM dataset and a 
spatial layer are identified, and the link is defined between the 
CAM dataset and the spatial layer. The spatial layer and the 
linked CAM dataset may be queried using a single input 
query. Features from the spatial layer and features from the 
linked CAM dataset that match the query are generated for 
display. 
0017. In another embodiment, the systems and methods 
enable a user to access and manage geospatial data and CAM 
data, including CAP asset data, interest area data, buffer area 
data, audience data, program data, transaction data, and/or 
other CAM data. In one example of this embodiment, the 
systems and methods generate the geospatial data and the 
CAM data for display. In another example of this embodi 
ment, the CAM data includes pipeline data, call center data, 
utility data, or data for another entity. 
0018. In another embodiment, the systems and methods 
enable one or more users to manage audience members. In 
one example, the systems and methods enable one or more 
users to locate one or more audience members by address, 
audience type, or another attribute. In another example, the 
systems and methods generate the audience data for display 
with map data of a geographic area. The map data includes, 
for example, data indicating a location of one or more audi 
ence members, CAPassets, interest areas, buffer areas, and/or 
other locations or points of interest. 
0019. In another embodiment, the systems and methods 
enable entry of one or more journal entries associated with 
one or more audience members, CAP assets, buffer areas, 
interest areas, transactions, documents, and/or other CAM 
data. In one example, a journal entry captures data when a 
change is made to an audience record for an audience mem 
ber. In another example, a journal entry is automatically cre 
ated when an audience record is inserted, edited, or deleted. 
0020. In another embodiment, the systems and methods 
enable linking one or more documents interactively to or with 
CAM data. In one example, a document is linked to audience 
data, CAP asset data, journal data, transaction data, and/or 
other CAM data. When the base data is displayed or otherwise 
retrieved, the linked document also is displayable. In another 
example, the document is displayable or otherwise retrieved 
and identified with a link, an icon, or another method. The 
link, icon, or other method is selected to display the linked 
document. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0021 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a CAM system for linking one 
or more spatial layers with one or more datasets inaccordance 
with an embodiment of the present invention. 
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0022 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a layerina CAM system 
in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
0023 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a linked datasets in a 
CAM system in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0024 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of inputs and outputs for a 
CAM system in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0025 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a process for linking a 
spatial layer with a dataset in accordance with an embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0026 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a spatial processing 
system in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0027 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of another spatial process 
ing system in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0028 FIG. 8 is a diagram of a user interface for a CAM 
system in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0029 FIGS. 9-36 are screen views of a user interface used 
with a CAM system in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0030 FIGS. 37-69 are screen views of a user interface 
used to perform transactions in a CAM system in accordance 
with embodiments of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0031. The community awareness management (CAM) 
system of the present invention manages a community aware 
ness program (CAP). The CAP (or a user of the CAM system 
operating under the CAP), identifies one or more CAPassets. 
An asset includes a physical or logical feature or entity, an 
environmental feature, a company feature, an equipment fea 
ture, a building feature, a device, a system, or an object 
associated with a CAP for which a person, other entity, and/or 
thing has an interest or otherwise affects the operation or 
management of the CAP or an audit or report of the CAM 
system. CAP asset data may include, for example, data iden 
tifying physical or logical features, company features, envi 
ronmental features, equipment features, building features, 
device data, System data, data associated with an object, a 
person, or a thing, and/or other data for a CAP. Other 
examples exist. 
0032. The CAP generally identifies an item, a device, a 
system, a person, another entity, an event, a location, a point, 
or an area in which a person or entity has or may have an 
interest or that poses a potential risk or hazard to, or otherwise 
affects, a person, an entity, or a thing. The item, device, 
system, person, other entity, event, location, point, or area of 
interest often is identified geographically and is referred to 
herein as an interest area. In some instances, the interest area 
is identified geographically as a point. In other instances, the 
interest area is identified geographically as a centerline, 
which identifies a center linear portion of an object or other 
entity. In other instances, the interest area is identified as an 
area. In other instances, the interest area is identified as an 
area bounded by a perimeter, and the perimeter may be regu 
larly or irregularly shaped. Moreover, an interest area may be 
contiguous or non-contiguous and of varying or non-varying 
shapes and/or distances, whether or not it is identified with a 
perimeter or other boundary. In other instances, the interest 
area is identified by an item of interest or an event, Such as a 
person, a thing, an environmental event, a weather event, an 
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accident, or another event. Other examples exist. In one 
example, the interest area is in relation to a CAP asset. 
0033. The CAP also may identify a limitation for an area 
around, from, or near or a distance from, through, or near the 
interest area and/or a CAP asset, such as a geographical 
limitation. This limitation is referred to as a buffer or a buffer 
area. The buffer area may be regularly or irregularly shaped. 
Moreover, the buffer area may be contiguous or non-contigu 
ous and of varying or non-varying shapes and/or distances 
from one or more points or areas of the interest area and/or a 
CAP asset. The buffer area may be, for example, a first dis 
tance from the interest area and/or the CAP asset at a first 
point and a second distance from the interest area and/or the 
CAPasset at a second point. The first distance and the second 
distance may be the same or different. Where the interest area 
is other than a point, the first point and the second point may 
be on a same or different line, side, or area. In another 
example, the buffer area is an area from a centerline-type 
interest area, it may exist on one or both sides of the center 
line, and it may be a varying distance or a same distance from 
one or more points along the centerline. In another example, 
the buffer area includes multiple arc-shaped areas from mul 
tiple points. In another example, the buffer area is a consistent 
or varying distance aroundan outer portion of the interest area 
and/or the CAPasset. In another example, the buffer area is a 
consistent or varying distance from, across, or around a CAP 
asset or a point at a CAPasset. In this example, the buffer area 
is in relation to the CAP asset, and no interest area is present. 
Other examples exist. 
0034. The CAP also identifies an audience that includes 
one or more people, other entities, such as businesses, and/or 
things within an area managed by the CAP. Such as within the 
interest area and/or the buffer area. The audience includes 
contacts, which are people, other entities, and/or things, to or 
from which communications may be made, such as by mail, 
email, phone calls, training attendance, personal communi 
cation, or otherwise, for which one or more other transactions 
may be made, and/or for which an identification and/or a 
location may be known. 
0035 Audience data identifies different features or 
aspects of one or more audience members. In one example, 
audience data includes an audience member name, an audi 
ence type, such as an emergency official, police, a resident, an 
excavator, a business, or another audience type, an address, a 
city, a county, and/or a phone number. In another example, 
audience data is located in an audience record or data struc 
ture and is entered and managed with an audience utility. 
0.036 Transactions include communications, such as 
communications made by mail, email, phone calls, training 
attendance, personal communication, or otherwise, including 
communications with attached electronic or paper documen 
tation, business relations, and other actions taken with regard 
to an audience member. In one example, a transaction 
includes a mailing made by email or ground mail to a contact 
informing the contact about the existence of a pipeline and 
maintenance to be performed on the pipeline. In this example, 
the mailing includes a pamphlet about the company perform 
ing the maintenance and identifies community officials that 
may be contacted for further information. In another 
example, a transaction includes safety information provided 
to the general public. In another example, a transaction 
includes training materials Supplied to emergency responders 
and excavators. 
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0037 Transaction data identifies different features or 
aspects of one or more transactions with one or more audience 
members. In one example, transaction data includes an audi 
ence member name, an audience member type, an address, a 
city, a county, a phone number, a transaction type, a journal 
entry with a journal entry type (as described more completely 
below), and/or other details about the transaction. In another 
example, transaction data is located in a transaction record or 
data structure. The transaction type describes the type of 
transaction, such as email, ground mail, phone call, personal 
communication, business relations, training, and other types. 
0038. One or more of the contacts may be stakeholders. 
Stakeholders are people, entities, and/or things affected by, 
having an interest in, or that are to be informed of aspects of 
the CAP. Stakeholders often have a level of interest in the 
CAP, an asset, or an action or transaction that is considered a 
“stake' in the CAP, the asset, or the action or transaction. 
0039. In one example, a pipeline CAP includes one or 
more pipeline assets. A pipeline asset is a physical or logical 
feature entity, an environmental feature, a company feature, 
an equipment feature, a building feature, a device, a system, 
or an object associated with a pipeline system for which a 
person, another entity, such as a company, or another audi 
ence member has an interest or otherwise affects the opera 
tion of the pipeline or the auditing or reporting of the pipeline 
CAM system. In one example, a pipeline asset includes a 
pipeline, a valve, a station, or another pipeline related device, 
system, or object. In this example, the CAP asset data 
includes pipeline data, such as a width, length, and material of 
a pipeline, structural aspects of the pipeline, valves, building 
locations, and other structural features of the pipeline. The 
CAPasset data for a pipeline also may include environmental 
and other features associated with the pipeline CAP. In this 
example, the interest area data identifies the centerline of a 
pipeline, and a buffer area is a selected constant or variable 
distance from or across the centerline. The audience in this 
example includes contacts within the buffer area. 
0040. In another example, a CAP asset for a power plant 
CAP includes a power plant, the interest area is the geo 
graphic area encompassing the power plant grounds, and a 
buffer area for the CAP includes a distance around the power 
plant grounds. In this example, the powerplant CAP is related 
to security for the power plant and environmental impacts 
from the power plant, and the audience includes people and 
companies within the buffer area concerned with the security 
and/or environmental impacts of the power plant. 
0041. In another example, a CAP asset for an electrical 
power CAP includes a power transmission line, system, or 
substation, and a buffer area for the CAP includes an area 
around the power transmission line, System, or Substation. In 
this example, the electrical power CAP is related to security 
for the electrical power transmission line, system, or substa 
tion and the safety of residents around the electrical power 
transmission line, system, or Substation. In this example, the 
audience includes residents in the buffer area and other elec 
trical power companies in the region. The residents in this 
example are stakeholders, and they have a level of interest in 
the safety issues related to the power line, System, or Substa 
tion. The regional power companies are not stakeholders in 
this example. Since the CAP will attempt to send information 
to both the residents and the regional power companies, and 
the CAP has identified a location and/or identification for the 
residents and the regional power companies, both the resi 
dents and the regional power companies are contacts. 
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0042. In another example, a CAP asset for a waterway 
CAP includes a ship or a chemical spill. The interest area is 
the area of the ship or the area encompassed by the, chemical 
spill, and the buffer area for the CAP includes an area around 
the ship or the chemical spill. In this example, the waterway 
CAP is related to the potential hazards of toxic spills. 
0043. In another example, a CAPasset for a transportation 
system CAP includes interstates, railroads, and rivers, the 
interest area is the centerline of the interstate, railroad, and 
river, and the buffer area for the CAP includes an area on each 
side of the interstates, railroads, and rivers. In this example, 
the transportation system CAP is related to the transportation 
of hazardous material. 
0044. In another example, a CAP asset for an airport sys 
tem CAP includes a runway. The interest area is the runway 
and the airspace above the runway. The buffer area for the 
CAP includes an area on each side of the runway and on each 
side of the airspace above the runway. The audience for this 
CAP includes airport officials, emergency officials, and repair 
crews. In this example, the airport system CAP is related to 
Sound and flight path hazards. 
0045. In another example, a CAP asset for a coastal area 
CAP includes a coast line, the interest area is the area encom 
passed by the coastline, and the buffer area for the CAP 
includes an area on the land side of the coast line. In this 
example, the coastal area CAP is related to a natural disaster, 
Such as a hurricane. 
0046. In another example, a CAP asset for a communica 
tion system CAP includes a fiber optic line or another com 
munication line. The interest area is the centerline of the fiber 
optic line or other communication line, and the buffer area for 
the CAP includes an area around the circumference of the 
fiber optic line or other communication line. In this example, 
the communication system CAP is related to the security of 
the fiber optic line or other communication line, including 
damage caused by digging or trenching. 
0047. In another example, a CAP asset for a factory CAP 
includes a factory, an emission control system, or a waste 
disposal system. The interest area includes the grounds of the 
factory, emission control system, or waste disposal system, 
and the buffer area for the CAP includes an environmental 
impact area around the factory, emission control system, or 
waste disposal system. In this example, the factory CAP is 
related to emissions and waste hazards. 
0048. In another example, a CAP asset for a utility net 
work system CAP includes a gas pipe, an electric power line, 
a water pipe or valve, a phone line, or a cable. The interest area 
includes the diameter and area of the pipe, the electric power 
line, the water pipe or valve, the phone line, or the cable. The 
buffer area for the CAP includes an area around the gas pipe, 
the electric power line, the water pipe or valve, the phone line, 
or the cable. In this example, the network system CAP is 
related to the security of the network system, including dam 
age caused by digging or trenching. 
0049. In another example, a CAPasset includes a geospa 

tial feature that is critical to the Successful management of the 
CAP. In this example, stakeholders, the interest area or areas, 
and the buffer area or areas are assets. Stakeholders, interest 
areas, buffer areas, and the data associated with stakeholders, 
interest areas, and buffers are all critical components of the 
CAP in this example. The CAP exists to catalog and commu 
nicate data that is directly associated with the stakeholders 
and that is associated with something that affects the stake 
holder community. 
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0050. In another example, a CAP is used to communicate 
to the public regarding bio-hazards or infectious diseases. For 
example, a CAP may manage influenza related communica 
tions and the management of influenza related education pro 
grams and inoculations. In this example, the stakeholders are 
defined by a proximity to a statistically “hot” area. In this 
example, the “hot” area is the interest area, and the buffer area 
is a distance around the “hot” area. Alternately, a person 
infected with the influenza may be the interest area. 
0051 A CAP may be required to comply with certain 
federal, state, and/or local regulations for an industry or a 
system and to prove that it complied with the regulations. A 
CAP may have different regulatory compliance requirements 
for different audience types or CAP types. For example, a 
CAP may have to perform a first set of actions for emergency 
officials, a second set of actions for general public officials, a 
third set of actions for other special contacts, and a fourth set 
of actions for general business people and home owners. 
0052 Moreover, a CAP may have to perform different 
actions for different assets within its system. For example, a 
CAP may have to perform a first set of actions for a large 
pipeline installation and a second set of actions for a small 
pipeline maintenance project. For each audience type or 
transaction, the CAP has to prove to an auditor the steps taken 
to comply with the regulations, including transactions 
attempted and completed for each audience type, documents 
sent to each audience type, and internal actions and commu 
nications taken within the CAP. 
0053. In prior systems, users maintained paper lists and 
spreadsheets with the names of the audience members and 
copies of documents provided to the audience. One mailing to 
the audience may have required thirty 3-ring binders for a 
portion of a geographic area. A complete mailing to the entire 
geographic area or a complete set of documents for an audit 
may have required a truckload of documents. Information 
within these sets of documents was not readily locatable. 
0054 However, the CAM system of the present invention 
easily and intuitively enables a CAM system user to identify, 
track, and search all audience members within a CAP area, 
including an interest area and/or a buffer area, and all trans 
actions for or with the audience members without maintain 
ing a bulky paper storage facility. The CAM system enables 
one or multiple users to track any number of members for an 
audience. In some examples, the audience may include 500, 
000 members within an interest area and/or a buffer area. In 
other examples, the audience may include greater or fewer 
members within an interest area and/or a buffer area. The user 
can identify an audience type for each audience member and 
can maintain current, up-to-date information for the audience 
members. The CAM system enables one or multiple users 
with real time program updates and status information so that 
the users managing the CAP have access to current informa 
tion and can input information. 
0055. The CAM system enables a user to track each trans 
action and audience member associated with each CAPasset, 
interest area, and/or buffer area, including each audience type 
for eachaudience member. The CAM system enables a user to 
create a transaction record for each audience member, trans 
action, CAP asset, journal entry, journal entry type, interest 
area, and/or buffer area in which data for a transaction is 
stored. 
0056. The transaction record can prove, for example, 
when each transaction occurred with each audience member, 
the audience type for each audience member, what was com 
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municated to each audience member, including through ver 
bal communications, mailed communications, emailed com 
munications, phone calls, personal communications, or 
otherwise, data for other types of transactions, and each docu 
ment associated with a transaction, such as training or edu 
cation materials or other documents. The transaction record is 
one mechanism with which the CAM system enables a user to 
easily determine whether or not it has complied with a set of 
regulations and easily identify the compliance for an audit. 
0057. In one example, the CAM system of the present 
invention enables a user to identify, for example, that training 
was offered to emergency officials, identify the specific emer 
gency officials that attended a particular training event, and 
link training videos and certification tests for a particular 
certification. The CAM system further enables a user to iden 
tify that a particular emergency official had been contacted 
multiple times about attending the training, identify and link 
specific documents that had been transmitted to the emer 
gency official, and identify other aspects of the regulations for 
which compliance is required. 
0058. In another example, the user produces a transaction 
record from the CAM system that proves it performed a 
selected test, identified an audience in a buffer area, identified 
each audience type for the audience, sent letters to each 
contact in the audience, and sent reminder letters to each 
contact in the audience. If a selected contact responds with a 
letter or a call, the user is able to identify records showing that 
the user called the contact in response to the letter or call and 
complied with other regulatory issues associated with that 
COntact. 

0059. In one embodiment, the CAM system includes a 
browser-based dynamic global information system (GIS) 
functionality used to manage relationships with one or more 
audience members and to track and document each transac 
tion with each audience member, including each communi 
cation. With the GIS functionality, a user can quickly and 
geographically identify CAP assets, audience members, 
interest areas, and/or buffer areas and audience members 
within the interest areas and/or the buffer areas. 

0060. In one example, audience members within an inter 
est area and/or a buffer area are color coded for a GIS-based 
display to identify selected designations for the audience 
members. For example, audience members within an interest 
area and/or a buffer area that have received safety training for 
a particular event and that have been certified for that safety 
training are color coded as red. Audience members that have 
not received the safety training and have not been certified are 
color coded as blue. If an accident occurs, the user may easily 
determine all audience members within a geographic area, 
geographically select an audience member, and review the 
transaction record for the selected audience member to deter 
mine if the safety training and certification had been offered 
to the selected audience member and Subsequent events asso 
ciated with that selected audience member. Thus, the user can 
geographically determine whether or not it complied with 
regulations associated with offering safety training to the 
selected group of audience members and certifying the 
selected group of audience members in that safety training. 
0061. In one embodiment, the CAM system includes a 
journal utility that enables a CAM system user to make one or 
more journal entries. Ajournal entry has journal data with one 
or more descriptions, comments, user information, audience 
information, transaction information, and other information 
for one or more audience members, transactions, CAPassets, 
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and/or other CAM data. In one example, the journal entry is 
used to document a name and address for an audience mem 
ber, when a CAM system user sends correspondence to an 
audience member, when an audience member calls the CAM 
system user to request information and the content of the call, 
when the CAM system user mails a disclosure document to an 
audience member and the content of the document, when the 
CAM system user follows up with the audience member with 
a phone call and the content of the phone call, and other 
instances and information. The journal entry can be used to 
identify documents transmitted to an audience member, Such 
as training or certification materials or other documents. In 
Some instances, the training or certification materials or other 
documents are linked to or attached to the journal entry. In 
another example, journal data is stored in one or more journal 
records. In another example, each journal entry and the jour 
nal data associated with the journal entry is stored in a journal 
record. 
0062. In another example, a journal entry captures data 
when a change is made to an audience member oran audience 
record, identifies the user that made the change, and enables 
the user to add a comment indicating why the change was 
made. In another example, the CAM system automatically 
creates a journal entry when an audience record is inserted, 
edited, or deleted. In this example, the journal entry contains 
a CAM system user identifier, the action taken, Such as inser 
tion, edit, or deletion, the date the action is taken, and a user 
COmment. 

0063. In one embodiment, the journal utility maintains 
journal data in a journal log file for each audience member, 
transaction, CAPasset, and/or other CAM data. The journal 
log file can contain, for example, a series of transactions for a 
single audience member, including a date and description of 
each communication with the audience member, how each 
communication was made, who made the communication, 
the content of the communication, and an identification of 
each document for a transaction. In one example, each journal 
record associated with an audience member is identified in a 
journal log file. In another example, each journal record asso 
ciated with a transaction or a CAP asset is identified in a 
journal log file. 
0064. In another example, an audience member calls the 
user and tells the user the audience member's grass is dying. 
The user determines that the audience member lives near a 
pipeline, determines that an information pamphlet previously 
was mailed to the audience member, and provides the infor 
mation again to the audience member. The user adds a journal 
entry in the CAM system documenting all of the foregoing. A 
journal log file for this audience member identifies journal 
records for both of the mailings and the call. 
0065. In another example, a user communicates with pub 
lic emergency officials, sends the emergency officials infor 
mation regarding safety training, and calls the emergency 
officials to attempt to set up a training session with the emer 
gency officials. Some emergency officials attend the training 
session, and others do not respond to the communication or 
the phone call. The user documents each instance in which it 
attempted to communicate with the emergency officials using 
the journal utility, including the initial mailing and the follow 
up phone call, to demonstrate that the user complied with 
applicable regulations and/or internal guidelines for commu 
nicating with the emergency officials. The user further docu 
ments additional information using the journal utility for each 
additional communication, including the particulars of the 
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training sessions for the safety training, certifications issued 
for the safety training, and particulars about each audience 
member, such as where that audience member lives and 
works, professional organizations to which the audience 
member belongs, specific days the audience member works 
and can be contacted by the user, and other information. All of 
the journal entries are identified in a journal log file in this 
example. 
0066. In another embodiment, the CAM system has a link 
documents utility that enables a user to link one or more 
documents to one or more audience members, transactions, 
journal entries, CAP assets, and/or other CAM data. In one 
embodiment, a document is linked to audience member data 
for an audience member when the document is transmitted to 
the audience member. For example, when a user sends a 
document to an audience member in a mailing with a letter, 
the user may link the letter and the document to the audience 
member data in the CAM system for that audience member. 
0067 By using the journal utility and/or the link docu 
ments utility, a user can manage a dialog and rapport with an 
audience member and document each transaction, including 
each communication, with the audience member. By using 
the journal utility and/or the link documents utility, the user 
can track each communication or other transaction with or for 
an audience member or a particular project or system and 
create records that are easily auditable by the user or a third 
party. Moreover, the auditor, whether it be the user or a third 
party, can easily identify the documents that were transmitted 
in a communication since the documents are attached to the 
audience member data and/or correspond to journal entries. 
0068. In another embodiment, the CAM system has a bulk 
journal utility that enables a bulk journal entry and/or a bulk 
link documents utility that enables a bulk document link 
through which a user can document a transaction with mul 
tiple audience members using a single journal entry and/or a 
single document link. For example, if a user mails a public 
service announcement to 100,000 people, such as all people 
within an interest area and/or a buffer area, the user can select 
all 100,000 people from an audience member list in the CAM 
system and add a journal entry for each audience member at 
the same time. The journal entry can identify that the public 
service announcement was mailed on the specified date and 
identify the content of the service announcement. If the user 
follows up with all or a portion of the audience members in the 
interest area and/or the buffer area, the user can document the 
follow-up with another journal entry and indicate the type of 
communication, the date, and the content of the communica 
tion. 

0069. The CAM system, including the GIS function, the 
audience utility, the journal utility, and/or the link documents 
utility, can be used for multiple industries or systems. For 
example, an asset managed by the CAM system can include a 
movie theater, a bank, or a school. A user can use the CAM 
system to document attempts to contact the manager of the 
movie theater, communicate the user's company information 
to the theater manager, communicate environmental issues to 
the theater manager, and communicate other issues. Other 
examples exist. 
0070 FIG. 1 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a com 
munity awareness management (CAM) system 102 for man 
aging a community awareness program (CAP). The CAM 
system 102 manages CAM data and geospatial data for a 
CAP. 
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(0071. The CAM system 102 links one or more CAM 
datasets with one or more spatial layers. The spatial layers and 
the CAM datasets include features, and features include spa 
tial attributes and/or CAM data attributes. CAM data com 
prises data managed by the CAM system 102 for the CAP, and 
includes audience data, asset data, program data, audit data, 
interest area data, buffer area data, journal data, document 
data, user data, and other data used in the management of the 
CAP CAM data also includes geospatial data in some 
instances. However, for simplicity the geospatial data will be 
referred to separately in many references herein. 
0072 Geospatial data comprises geographic data and/or 
spatial data. Geographic data comprises data identifying a 
geography, such as a terrain, Streets or highways, streams, 
lakes, other bodies of water, parks, mountains, land marks, 
structures, and/or other geographic data, including graphic 
data, image data, text data, and/or other data. Spatial data 
comprises data of or representing geographic elements or 
data, including graphic data, image data, text data, and/or 
other data, and representing a position or location, Such as a 
position or location in space. Spatial data includes location 
data or position data, Such as a latitude, a longitude, an 
address, a city, a state, a county, Streets, street crossings, 
and/or other data. 

0073. A spatial attribute is one or more points, lines, and/ 
or polygons that represent a geographic element, a spatial 
element, and/or another physical or logical element. A geo 
graphic element includes a pipeline, an audience area, a CAM 
structure or system, a building, a city, a county, a selected 
area, a state, a country, an address, a Zip code, a location, a 
point in space, or another element. Generally, a geographic 
element has a position, Such as a position in space. Likewise, 
a physical element generally has a position, such as a position 
in space. A geospatial element comprises a spatial element, a 
geographic element, or both. Geospatial attributes, geospatial 
data, and geospatial layers may simply be referred to hereinas 
spatial attributes, spatial data, and spatial layers. 
0074. A geocode identifies a geographic location of a 
place or a thing. A geocode may be, for example, a latitude 
and a longitude of a location. However, other location iden 
tifiers may be used to designate a geographic location. 
Examples of location identifiers are latitude and longitude 
coordinates, north, South, east, west, up, down, left, right, 
vertical and horizontal coordinates, North America Data 
(NAD) 27, NAD 83, axial coordinates, other ordinate sys 
tems, positioning indicators, and mark identifiers. 
0075. A data attribute is a member of a collection of data 
that has a relationship to an element, either directly or indi 
rectly. For example, when grouping audience data for a CAM 
system, the audience is a data attribute that has a relationship 
to the CAM system. In another example, when grouping 
finance information for leases of land for pipelines, the 
finance information is a data attribute that has a relationship to 
a lease for land. Data for a data attribute may simply be 
referred to as attribute data. 

0076. A feature is an element that has one or more feature 
attributes, including one or more CAM data attributes and/or 
one or more spatial attributes. The CAM data attributes and/or 
spatial attributes have a relationship to each other because of 
the relationship to the element. For example, a pipeline is a 
feature that has a width/diameter data attribute and a location 
spatial attribute. A second pipeline is another feature that has 
a width/diameter data attribute and a different location spatial 
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attribute. Each pipeline is a different feature because each 
pipeline can be separately identified with its data attributes 
and/or spatial attributes. 
0077. In another example, a first audience statistic is a data 
attribute of a first Zip code feature, and a second audience 
statistic is a data attribute of a second Zip code feature. In this 
example, the Zip code is a spatial element because it has at 
least one spatial attribute, such as a position and boundaries. 
0078 Data for a feature may be referred to simply as 
feature data. Data for a feature attribute, including data for 
one or more data attributes and/or one or more spatial 
attributes, may be referred to simply as feature attribute data 
or more simply as feature data. Non-geospatial feature data 
may be referred to as program feature data or CAM feature 
data. Geospatial feature data may be referred to simply as 
geospatial data or spatial data. 
0079 Natural attributes of a feature are those attributes 
that are inherent to the feature. In one example, a natural 
attribute of an audience is a resident, a business, or another 
attribute. In another example, a natural attribute of a pipeline 
is a centerline. 
0080 Each data attribute and each spatial attribute has a 
data value. In the above example, the width attribute and the 
location attribute of the first pipeline each are populated with 
a data value. These data values are collected in datasets. The 
datasets may be in one or more databases, in discrete data 
Sources, or in other locations. In some instances herein and 
dependent on usage, the data value for the data attribute is 
referred to simply as the data attribute. 
0081. A layer is a collection of similar features that have 
common types of CAM data attributes and/or spatial 
attributes. Using the examples above, a pipeline layer 
includes the first pipeline as a first feature and the second 
pipeline as a second feature. The features are grouped in the 
pipeline layer because they have similar data attributes of 
pipeline data. 
0082 Layers include a spatial data layer, a CAM data 
layer, and/or otherlayers. A spatial layer contains oridentifies 
Some spatial information, such as a city, county, state, region, 
address, Zip code, SIC code, FIPS code, or another spatial 
element. Typically, spatial layers are a set of one or more 
features that have a set of one or more spatial data attributes. 
For example, a layer of United States counties might have 
data for a resident, a business, emergency responders, or other 
emergency officials and related audience data, in addition to 
the spatial information that describes the shape of each 
county. A CAM data layer often contains or identifies CAM 
data, such as audience members. In other example, CAM data 
layers contain or identify an interest area or a buffer area. 
CAM data layers, such as an audience layer, an interest area 
layer, and/or a buffer area layer refer to displayable or dis 
played data in some instances. 
0083. A dataset, such as a data table, a data file, a data 
structure, or another dataset, may be located in a database or 
a location other than a database. The database or other loca 
tion may contain spatial information for the spatial layer or 
other information for other layers. The dataset may be in a 
different location than other datasets. A non-geospatial 
dataset for the CAP maybe referred to as a program dataset or 
a CAM dataset. A geospatial dataset is referred to as a spatial 
dataset. Datasets have the same relation to features and 
attributes as layers in one embodiment. 
0084. A disparate CAM dataset refers to a CAM dataset 
that is not co-located with another dataset or is not in a same 
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data system, database, or data structure as the other dataset. 
Disparate CAM datasets may be located, for example, in 
different storage areas, such as different databases, different 
relational database management system (RDMS) database 
tables, or other different data structures. However, some dis 
parate datasets may be located in the same storage area, Such 
as a same database, but organized as different data tables or 
Structures. 

I0085 FIG. 2 depicts an example of the above referenced 
relationship between attributes 202-208, features 210-212, 
and a layer 214. In the example of FIG. 2, a first feature 210 
has a first attribute 202 to an Nth attribute 204. A second 
feature 212 has a first attribute 206 to an Nth attribute 208. 
The two features 210 and 212 are part of a layer 214. 
I0086) Referring again to FIG. 1, the CAM system 102 
includes a spatial processing system 104, a user interface 106. 
and a data system 108. The CAM system 102 optionally may 
include another data system 110 and/or an input/output 
device 112 associated with the user interface 106. The CAM 
system 102 manages data for a CAP, including geospatial data 
and CAM data. In one embodiment, the CAM data includes 
CAP asset data. In one embodiment, the CAM system 102 
manages data for a pipeline CAP, and the CAP asset data 
includes pipeline asset data. 
I0087. The spatial processing system 104 processes 
geospatial data and CAM data from one or more CAM 
datasets related to a CAM system and spatially links the 
geospatial data and the CAM data to create one or more 
spatially linked CAM datasets. The spatial processing system 
104 then enables performing queries of the linked CAM data 
and geospatial data. The spatial processing system 104 ren 
ders geospatial data and CAM data to the user interface for 
display, including map data, asset data, interest area data, 
buffer area data, audience data, journal data, document data, 
and other CAM data. In some instances herein, geospatial 
data is referred to simply as spatial data. 
I0088. The spatial processing system 104 includes one or 
more processors to process the spatial data and the CAM data, 
to link the spatial data and the CAM data, and to perform 
queries. Memory is used to store data. 
I0089. In one embodiment, the spatial processing system 
104 enables linking one or more sets of spatial data to one or 
more sets of CAM data. The spatial processing system 104 
has a configuration element, such as a configuration file. In 
one example, the configuration element is an extensible 
markup language (XML) configuration file residing in the 
spatial processing system 104. The link or links between the 
spatial data and the CAM data is defined in the configuration 
file. 
0090. In one example, the spatial data is organized as 
spatial data layers, and the CAM data is organized in CAM 
datasets. A configuration file contains a definition of all spa 
tial data layers and CAM datasets that can be accessed by the 
spatial processing system 104. Each spatial data layer and 
CAM dataset has a configuration section, and each configu 
ration section has a link section. If a CAM dataset is to be 
linked to a spatial data layer, the CAM dataset's link section 
identifies each data attribute that is linked to the correspond 
ing data attribute in the spatial data layer. The spatial data 
layer's link section has a similar identification. In one 
example, the spatial processing system 104 links a journal 
entries CAM dataset from a table in one database and a 
contacts CAM dataset from a table in another database with a 
spatial layer. The link is defined based on common attributes 
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or fields, which are attributes or fields that the journal entries 
CAM dataset and the contacts CAM dataset have in common 
with the spatial layer. These common attributes or fields are 
Sometimes referred to as natural keys herein. 
0091. In one embodiment, a link configuration enables the 
spatial processing system 104 to construct a series of nested 
queries at runtime to obtain journal entries that have a natural 
relationship to audience members, such as feature data 
attributes common to both the journal entries and the audi 
ence members. In this embodiment, the queries are referred to 
as being nested because the spatial layer is queried first to get 
a collection of feature data that matches the search criteria 
from a spatial aspect. Then, for each set of feature data that 
resulted from the spatial query of the spatial layer, the spatial 
processing system 104 executes one or more queries against 
the CAM datasets to obtain the associated linked data. 

0092. In one example, the spatial processing system 104 
enables creation of a query tool. Such as a search tool or a filter 
tool, to perform nested queries. A query tool, for example, 
identifies contacts having a certain audience type that have 
received, or responded to, a selected mailing. In this example, 
a contacts CAM dataset contains names, addresses, and audi 
ence types of contacts, and a journal entries CAM dataset 
contains an indication of the contacts that have received, or 
responded to, the selected mailing. A link is configured 
between the contacts CAM dataset and the journal entries 
CAM dataset using a spatial layer. The query tool queries the 
contacts CAM dataset to identify the contacts having the 
selected audience type. For each set of contact feature data 
returned in the first query, the query tool then queries the 
journal entries CAM dataset to identify entries that identify 
the selected mailing. The link configuration also facilitates 
the display of journal entries when a contact is selected. 
0093. In another example, the contacts data is organized as 
the spatial layer, and the journal entries data is organized as 
the CAM dataset. In this example, the query tool is used to 
identify a collection of feature data from the contacts spatial 
layer that matches the search criteria from a spatial aspect, 
Such as all contacts within a certain Zip code. Then, for each 
set of feature data that resulted from the query of the spatial 
layer, the spatial processing system 104 executes a query 
against the journal entries CAM dataset to obtain the associ 
ated linked data, which in this instance are the journal entries. 
0094. In one embodiment, the spatial processing system 
104 enables dynamically linking documents to spatial data or 
CAM data. Linking documents in this way enables organiz 
ing documents and navigating to documents spatially, effec 
tively building a run-time relationship between individual 
spatial data and/or CAM data and one or more documents. 
For example, a document containing the name, address, con 
tact person, and audience type for a city or county can be 
linked to a company/contact feature of an audience layer. 
0095. In one example, a user interface is used to insert a 
new document into a document index database and bind the 
index entry to a selected spatial layer. The user interface 
queries the user for the document location and the specific 
spatial layer feature data to which the document will be 
linked. The document is then “bound' to the feature data of 
the spatial layer in the document index table. In one embodi 
ment, a structured query language (SQL) is used to insert 
document index relationship entries to specify documents 
that are associated with specific feature data. Alternately, a 
GUI wizard can facilitate this process. 
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0096. In one embodiment, the spatial processing system 
104 generates spatial data and CAM data for display. The 
spatial data and some CAM data are generated for display as 
a map. Other CAM data is generated for display as text and/or 
graphics. The spatial processing system 104 enables a user to 
access linked documents by selecting spatial data on the map 
or by selecting CAM data. If linked documents exist for the 
selected data, references identifying the document titles are 
displayed. The user can then display these linked documents 
by selecting the respective document reference. Other 
examples exist. 
0097. The user interface 106 presents spatial data and/or 
CAM data for display to a user. The spatial data and/or CAM 
data is received at the user interface 106 from the spatial 
processing system 104. The user interface 106 also enables a 
user to enter input data to be used for queries, linking CAM 
data and spatial data, otherwise building an application, and 
other purposes. The queries are sent to, and processed by, the 
spatial processing system 106. 
(0098. The data systems 108 and 110 store and/or retrieve 
spatial data, CAM data, and/or other data related to the CAM 
system. The data systems 108 and 110 communicate with the 
spatial processing system 104 to transmit data to, and/or 
receive data from, the spatial processing system. Although 
one data system 108 and one other optional data system 110 
are depicted in FIG. 1, the data systems each or together 
represent one or multiple data systems. 
0099. In one embodiment, the data system 108 and/or the 
data system 110 is a data system internal to the spatial pro 
cessing system 104. In this embodiment, the data system 108 
and/or 110 can be accessed via an Intranet connection, 
another Internet protocol (IP) connection, or another network 
connection. Alternately, the data system 108 and/or 110 can 
be connected directly to, or be a sub-component of the spatial 
processing system 104. Other data systems may be used. 
0100. In another embodiment, the data system 108 and/or 
the data system 110 is an external data system. In this embodi 
ment, the data system 108 and/or 110 communicates with the 
spatial processing system 104. Such as over a connection, to 
transmit data to, and receive data from, the spatial processing 
system. In another embodiment, the external data system 108 
and/or 110 is accessed via an internet connection, another 
connection, or another network connection. In this embodi 
ment, the spatial processing system 104 processes a universal 
resource locator (URL) or another designation to connect to 
the external data system 108 and/or 110 and to communicate 
with the external data system for retrieving and/or sending 
data. 
0101 The input/output device 112 includes a monitor, a 
processor, a computer, a printer, another data output device, a 
mouse, a trackball, a touchpad, or other pointer, a keyboard, 
another data entry device, other input or output devices, and/ 
or a combination of the foregoing. In one embodiment, the 
user interface 106 is generated for display to the input/output 
device 112. In another embodiment, the user interface 106 
receives input data from the input/output device 112. In one 
embodiment, the input/output device 112 is a user computer 
for which the user interface 106 is generated. In one example 
of this embodiment, the user computer communicates with 
the spatial processing system 104 via an internet connection, 
an intranet connection, another IP connection, another net 
work, and/or another connection. 
0102 The spatial processing system 104 may operate with 
one or multiple users on a one-to-one basis, a one-to-many 
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basis, or a many-to-one basis. In one example, the spatial 
processing system 104 communicates with multiple users for 
multiple input/output devices. In another embodiment, the 
spatial processing system 104 operates as a service bureau 
and communicates with one or more input/output devices 
and/or data systems. In another embodiment, the spatial pro 
cessing system 104 operates as a web hosting system and 
communicates with one or more input/output devices and/or 
data systems. In another embodiment, the spatial processing 
system 104 operates as an internal system for a company to 
manage assets for the company. 
0103 FIG.3 depicts an embodiment of a spatial process 
ing system 104A process for spatially linking spatial data and 
CAM data. In this embodiment, the spatial data is configured 
in spatial layers, and the CAM data is configured in disparate 
CAM datasets. The spatial processing system 104A spatially 
links one or more spatial layers 302-304 with one or more 
disparate CAM datasets 306–310 to create one or more spa 
tially linked CAM datasets 312. In one embodiment, the 
spatial link configuration is saved in a configuration element 
314, Such as a configuration file or another configuration 
element. 
0104 Spatial layers have data attributes that are native to 
the spatial features. For example, a county has a shape. But, it 
also has other attributes, such as audiences and other 
attributes. These natural data attributes are the data attributes 
that are part of the spatial layer. 
0105 While the disparate CAM datasets are not a part of 
the features of the spatial layer in one embodiment, the CAM 
datasets can be linked to the spatial layer using data attributes 
from the CAM dataset that are related to the spatial layer to 
create linked datasets, such as from a common data attribute. 
A user then can access the disparate datasets spatially. 
0106 Accessing a dataset spatially refers to querying a 
linked CAM dataset that has a relationship to spatial data in a 
spatial layer and selecting data from the linked CAM dataset 
and/or the spatial layer based on the selected spatial data or 
the selected CAM data. As an illustration, a pipeline spatial 
layer has a pipeline audience feature that has a first dataset 
with audience attributes. An audience identification (ID) sta 
tistic could be added to the data attributes of the pipeline 
audience feature. However, the specific attribute for the audi 
ence ID statistic would only represent one moment in time, 
which is the audience at the time of creation of the pipeline 
spatial layer. If the audience ID statistics are left in a second 
dataset that is disparate from the first dataset, but both are 
linked with a pipeline spatial layer, audience ID statistics 
representing different points in time may be accessed without 
having to change the spatial layer representing pipelines for 
each point in time that is of interest. 
0107 The linked datasets in this example may be accessed 
spatially, for example, by querying the pipeline spatial layer 
for pipelines in a region that have residents within a specified 
area. The resident data from the resulting pipeline area query 
at various points in time will be produced. In this example, the 
resident data is spatially accessed via the spatial attributes of 
the pipeline spatial layer, i.e., the pipelines in an area, and the 
data attributes for the pipelines, i.e., the residents within the 
specified area. 
0108. In one embodiment, disparate CAM datasets are 
dynamically linked at run time with a spatial layer to create a 
linked CAM dataset, thereby extending the natural data 
attributes of the spatial layer with those from the linked 
dataset. The datasets are linked using an attribute common to 
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both CAM datasets and the spatial layer and are linked with 
out copying data from one CAM dataset to the other. 
0109. The spatial system 102 links the disparate CAM 
datasets so that the CAM datasets may remain in their respec 
tive original data location, file, table, database, structure, or 
other location. Thus, the need to replicate the data to get it into 
the same (non-disparate) CAM dataset as the spatial data or 
the same dataset as another dataset is eliminated. This com 
bination of one or more disparate CAM datasets and one or 
more spatial layers (or other spatial data) is referred to as a 
linked dataset. 

0110. In one embodiment, multiple CAM datasets are 
identified from a query, and the CAM databases are merged at 
run time using a data attribute common to a spatial layer and 
to the multiple CAM datasets. In this embodiment, the CAM 
datasets and the spatial layer are linked dynamically at run 
time, not permanently. As a result, any number of linked 
CAM datasets can be established for a spatial layer without 
altering the spatial and data attributes of the spatial layer or 
requiring any alterations of the disparate CAM datasets. The 
spatial processing system 104A enables linking CAM. 
datasets from different databases, structures, and database 
and structure types. 
0111. In one embodiment, a CAM dataset is spatially 
linked with a spatial layer by identifying an attribute common 
to the spatial layer and to the CAM dataset and defining a link 
between the spatial layer and the CAM dataset for that 
attribute. The link instructs the spatial processing system 104 
where to find the CAM dataset and how to relate it to the 
spatial layer. In one example, a common attribute is identified 
between the spatial layer and the CAM dataset, the locations 
of the data attribute for the CAM dataset and the spatial layer 
are identified, and the data attribute is linked between the 
CAM dataset and the same attribute of the spatial layer. 
0112. In another embodiment, a spatial layer is linked 
using a data attribute that is present in both the spatial layer 
and the CAM dataset. In another embodiment, a spatial layer 
is linked to a first CAM dataset by linking a data attribute that 
is present in both the spatial layer and the first CAM dataset, 
and the spatial layer is linked to a second CAM dataset by 
linking another data attribute that is present in both the spatial 
layer and the second CAM dataset. In this embodiment, the 
spatial layer is spatially linked to the first CAM dataset and 
the second CAM dataset, and the first CAM dataset and the 
second CAM dataset are indirectly linked to each other via the 
spatial layer. In this embodiment, the first data attribute is 
different from the second data attribute. 

0113. In still another embodiment, the spatial layer is 
linked to a first CAM dataset by linking a data attribute that is 
present in both the spatial layer and the first CAM dataset. The 
spatial layer is linked to a second CAM dataset by linking the 
same data attribute, which also is present in the second CAM 
dataset. 

0114. In one embodiment, the CAM system 102 has a 
graphical user interface (GUI) with a configuration manager 
that is used to define the relationships between one or more 
CAM datasets and one or more spatial layers. This may be, for 
example, a textual definition of the relationship that one or 
more spatial layers will have at run-time to one or more 
disparate CAM datasets. The linking relationships, for 
example, may be defined via XML entries within the CAM 
system 102. The linked CAM dataset configuration defini 
tions then are stored by the configuration manager in XML for 
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use by the CAM system 102. Thus, a user does not have to 
write code to link the datasets. 
0115 FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary embodiment of select 
able options and outputs of a spatial processing system 104B, 
including defined tool sets. The selectable options and out 
puts are exemplary. Other examples exist. 
0116. One or more spatial layers 402 are defined for an 
application of the spatial processing system 104B. The par 
ticular application, such as a pipeline application, an oil well 
application, a population statistics application, or a cell tower 
application, determine the particular spatial layers that are 
defined. In one example for a pipeline application, spatial 
layers are defined for pipeline assets, audience layers, buffer 
areas, interest areas, journal entries, counties, Zip codes, cities 
and other layers. The spatial layers that are defined and 
selected for processing may be queried, and the correspond 
ing spatial data may be generated to a map image or other 
image as spatial features. 
0117. One or more CAM datasets 404 are defined for an 
application of the spatial processing system 104B. The par 
ticular application, such as a pipeline application, an oil well 
application, a population statistics application, or a cell tower 
application, determine the particular CAM datasets that are 
defined. In one example for a pipeline application, CAM 
datasets are defined for pipeline asset data, audience data, 
buffer area data, interest area data, journal entries data, and 
other CAM datasets. The CAM datasets that are defined and 
selected for processing may be queried, and the correspond 
ing CAM data may be generated as feature data for display as 
animage, in a table, as text, as a graphic, or in another manner. 
0118. A set of tools is defined for the particular application 
of the spatial processing system 104B. Multiple types of tools 
maybe available. In the embodiment of FIG. 4, the tools 
include a search tool 406, a filter tool 408, and a view tool 410. 
The tools may be used to query one or more spatial layers 
and/or linked CAM datasets or view data of one or more 
spatial layers and/or linked CAM datasets. Other tools may be 
used. 

0119) The search tool 406 enables a query. When the 
search tool 406 is selected, a corresponding input is used to 
search the selected spatial layer or layers and the linked CAM 
dataset or datasets. In one example, the input is entered via a 
user interface. 

0120) The filter tool 408 also enables a query. When the 
filter tool 408 is selected, a corresponding input is used to 
search the selected spatial layer or layers and the linked CAM 
dataset or datasets. In one embodiment, the input is entered 
via a user interface. The filter tool 408 is similar to the search 
tool 406. However, the filter tool 408 is enabled once selected 
and stays enabled until de-selected. The search tool 406 is 
enabled only for a single search and is selected again for a 
next search. 
0121 The view tool 410 enables viewing an item selected 
from the viewed tool. In one embodiment, the selected item is 
viewed via a user interface. 
0122 One or more outputs are generated if a match 
between an input and one or more spatial layers and/or one or 
more linked CAM datasets is identified for a query. If a query 
match is identified for one or more spatial layers, the selected 
spatial layer features 414 resulting from the match, including 
the attributes for each of the features, are generated for dis 
play, such as in a map image. If a query match is identified for 
one or more CAM datasets on which the query is performed, 
the selected CAM dataset features 416 resulting from the 
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match, including the attributes for each of the features, are 
generated for display, such as in a list specifying each selected 
feature and its corresponding data attributes. In some 
instances, CAM data also is generated for display in the map. 
Such as audience location data, interest area data, buffer data, 
and CAP asset data. 

I0123. If a query match is identified for one or more CAM 
datasets that are linked to the spatial layer, the corresponding 
linked features 418 resulting from the match are generated for 
display, Such as each with a linked feature reference in a list. 
In one embodiment, each linked feature reference can be 
selected to display a list specifying the corresponding dataset 
features and their data attributes. In one example, if multiple 
linked CAM datasets have features that match a query, the 
features from a first CAM dataset are generated for display, 
Such as in a list. In this example, linked feature references for 
the other CAM datasets are displayed as hyperlinks. The user 
may select the hyperlink for the corresponding CAM dataset 
to display the features for that CAM dataset. 
0.124. If a query match is identified for one or more docu 
ments that are linked to the spatial layer or the linked CAM 
datasets, the corresponding linked documents 420 resulting 
from the match are generated for display. In one example, the 
linked documents are displayed in a display frame. In another 
example, each document is displayed with a linked document 
reference in a list. In this example, each linked document 
reference can be selected to display the corresponding docu 
ment. 

(0.125. A user also may use the linked CAM datasets within 
the definitions of user tools. The tools may include search, 
filter, view, or other tools that are published for use by a CAM 
system 102 application. The CAM system 102 application 
then can use these published tools to obtain information from 
spatial layers and linked CAM datasets. 
0.126 For example, a query is performed for the spatially 
linked data. Both the spatial layer and the linked CAM dataset 
are queried with an input. The spatial layer is queried to 
identify spatial data that match the input, if any. The linked 
CAM dataset is queried to identify data from the linked CAM 
dataset that matches the input, if any. In one embodiment, the 
spatial layer is queried first, and the linked CAM dataset is 
queried next. In another embodiment, the linked CAM dataset 
is queried first, and the spatial layer is queried next. In one 
embodiment, an SQL query is performed on the linked CAM 
data. In another embodiment, an SQL query is performed on 
the spatial layer. Other queries may be used in other embodi 
mentS. 

I0127. If a query match is identified for the spatial layer, the 
feature data associated with the match is generated for dis 
play, such as with a map image. If a query match is identified 
for the linked CAM dataset, the feature data associated with 
the match is generated for display. The matching feature data 
may be referred to herein as selected features. The selected 
features from the linked CAM dataset are generated for dis 
play in one embodiment as a tabular list. In another embodi 
ment, a query match also identifies linked features, linked 
documents, and/or other cross reference data. The linked 
features, linked documents, and/or other cross reference data 
are generated for display in one embodiment. Cross reference 
data is document data, linked feature data, and other data 
associated with specific feature data returned in response to a 
query. 

0.128 Linked CAM datasets can be used within tools as if 
the attributes of the linked CAM dataset were natural data 
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attributes of a spatial layer. For example, a filter tool might be 
created that highlights audiences having a selected SIC code. 
In this example, the filter tool uses a linked CAM dataset on 
the audience spatial layer to provide audiences having a 
selected SIC code and audience type because the SIC code is 
not present in the data attributes of the audience spatial layer. 
The tool actually uses data attributes of the linked CAM 
dataset to narrow the set of spatial data that result from the 
tool’s query operation. Thus, the data attributes of the linked 
CAM dataset appear to the rest of the CAM system 102 as if 
they were just part of the native attributes of the spatial layer. 
0129. In one embodiment, when a published query tool is 
used. Such as a filter tool or a search tool, a map image 
illustrating the results of the query is generated for display, 
Optionally, a list of data attributes that resulted from the query 
operation also is generated for display, Such as in a tabular list. 
These data attributes include attributes from the spatial layer 
and/or attributes from the CAM datasets. 
0130. In one example of a tabular display, each row of the 
table is a different feature, and each column depicts a different 
attribute of the feature. The table may include column head 
ings to identify the feature attributes. A list of the linked CAM 
datasets associated with the feature's parent layer that have 
available data also is generated. The user can select any of the 
available linked CAM datasets to display a list of records 
from the selected linked CAM dataset. 
0131 FIG.5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a linked 
CAM dataset definition process 502. A spatial layer is 
selected at step 504. A CAM dataset having a natural rela 
tionship with the selected spatial layer is selected at step 506. 
As used herein, datasets and/or spatial layers have a natural 
relationship when they have one or more common data 
attributes. A common data attribute is selected from the 
selected spatial layer at step 508. The common data attribute 
is selected from the selected CAM dataset at step 510. The 
selected spatial layer data attribute is defined to the selected 
CAM data attribute in a configuration file or other configura 
tion element at step 512. 
(0132) The next step is determined at step 514. Steps 508 
512 may be repeated to define another common data attribute 
for the selected spatial layer and the selected CAM dataset. 
Steps 504-512 may be repeated to define a common data 
attribute for another spatial layer and/or another CAM 
dataset. The process ends at step 516. 
0133. In one embodiment, after one or more linked CAM 
datasets are defined, SQL type statements are used to describe 
a query that spans the spatial layers and the linked datasets. 
The query is used to match an input for a query to the spatial 
layers and the linked datasets. In one example of this embodi 
ment, SQL type statements describe multiple transactions 
used to query the spatial layers and the linked datasets. The 
statements use XML to describe how to select data fields for 
the query. The statements include a selection clause to iden 
tify elements that are wanted, a from clause to identify from 
what spatial layers and/or datasets the data is to be queried, a 
where clause to identify what criteria is used to select data, an 
order clause to identify the order used to present data that 
matches the query, and a group clause to identify how com 
mon/like data is to be grouped, such as by rows. The state 
ments are presented with database/data system neutral defi 
nitions and Vendor neutral definitions. 

0134. In one embodiment, the base SQL statements for the 
queries, including queries for the filter tools and the search 
tools, are templates defined in the configuration files. How 
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ever, the SQL statements may be modified at runtime to 
account for optional user inputs that were not Supplied in the 
configuration file. For example, if an SQL statement for a 
query is defined to expect three arguments from the user, but 
only two are Supplied, the third argument is removed from the 
SQL statement at runtime, providing the third argument was 
defined as being optional. 
0.135 FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a spa 

tial processing system 104C. In the embodiment of FIG. 6, the 
spatial processing system 104C includes a program manage 
ment system 602, a spatial management system 604, and a 
data management system 606. The program management 
system 602 communicates with a user system 608 via a con 
nection, such as a wireless or wireline connection, including 
an internet connection, an intranet connection, another inter 
net protocol connection, another network connection, or 
another connection. 
0.136 The spatial processing system 104C may operate 
with one or multiple users on a one-to-one basis, a one-to 
many basis, or a many-to-one basis. In one example, the 
spatial processing system 104C communicates with multiple 
user systems. In another embodiment, the spatial processing 
system 104C operates as a service bureau and communicates 
with one or more user systems and/or data systems. In another 
embodiment, the spatial processing system 104C operates as 
a web hosting system and communicates with one or more 
user systems and/or data systems. In another embodiment, the 
spatial processing system 104C operates as an internal system 
for a company to manage assets for the company. 
0.137 The program management system 602 receives 
communications from, and transmits communications to, the 
spatial management system 604 and the data management 
system 606 and processes the communications. The commu 
nications may be queries, data, signaling, or other communi 
cations. The program management system 602 receives, 
transmits, and processes geospatial data for one or more 
spatial layers and/or CAM data for one or more CAM 
datasets. 
0.138. The program management system 602 communi 
cates with the spatial management system 604 and/or the data 
management system 606 to obtain geospatial data and/or 
CAM data. In one example, the program management system 
602 queries the spatial management system 604 and/or the 
data management system for features that match selected 
criteria, Such as for geospatial data and/or CAM data. The 
query may be for a search, a filter, or another query meeting 
selected criteria. In this example, the program management 
system 602 receives from the spatial management system 604 
and/or the data management system feature data that matches 
the query, including geospatial data and/or CAM data. 
0.139. The program management system 602 receives 
communications from the user system 608, transmits com 
munications to the user system, and manages the communi 
cations. The communications may be, for example, queries, 
data, signaling, and/or other communications. The commu 
nications also may be responses or requests, such as requests 
for audience data, program data, spatial data, asset data, 
buffer data, interest area data, document data, journal data, 
and/or other data. Other communications may include, for 
example, static content, Such as hyper text markup language 
(HTML) communications, images, JavaScript communica 
tions, and data identifying styles. Still other communications 
may include non-static content. Such as Java server pages 
(JSPs), Servlets, flash content, and other content. The signal 
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ing may include, for example, instructions to render commu 
nications, instructions to query or transmit data, instructions 
in response to a query or to transmit data, instructions to 
obtain access-to the spatial processing system 104C, or other 
instructions. In one embodiment, the program management 
system 602 communicates with the user system 608 via hyper 
text transfer protocol (HTTP). 
0140. The program management system 602 renders one 
or more images, feature data, and/or other data, such as for a 
user interface, in Some embodiments. The program manage 
ment system 602 formats the images and/or feature data in a 
form receivable by the user system 608. In one embodiment, 
the program management system 602 renders the images 
and/or feature data into an HTML communicationina format 
receivable by the user system 608. In some examples, the 
rendered communications to the user system 608 include 
links for documents and/or the documents themselves and/or 
other data. 
0141. The spatial management system 604 receives que 
ries from the program management system 602 and, if a 
match is identified, returns results matching the queries to the 
program management system. The results may include one or 
more images and/or feature data. The spatial management 
system 604 also queries the data management system 606 and 
receives results from the data management system if a match 
is identified. The spatial management system 604 often 
passes the results to the program management system 602, 
including the feature data and/or one or more images. 
0142. The feature data may include audience data, CAP 
asset data, geospatial data, interest area data, journal data, 
document data, and/or other data. In one embodiment, the 
CAP is a pipeline CAP, and the CAP asset data includes 
pipeline asset data. 
0143. In one embodiment, the spatial management system 
604 includes a spatial processor 610 and an image processor 
612. In other embodiments, a single processor may process 
spatial queries, data, and/or images. In still other embodi 
ments, the functions of spatial management system 604 may 
be included in one processor or multiple processors. 
0144. The spatial processor 610 receives and processes 
communications, such as queries and data, from the program 
management system 602 and the data management system 
606. The spatial processor 610 transmits communications, 
Such as queries and data, to the program management system 
602 and the data management system 606. 
0145. In one embodiment, the spatial processor 610 
receives spatial queries and responds with feature data match 
ing the query. If no feature data matching the query is iden 
tified, the spatial processor 610 indicates that there is no 
matching data. In one example, when the spatial processor 
610 receives a query from the program management system 
602, the spatial processor queries the data management sys 
tem. 606 to obtain the requested spatial data and feature data. 
The spatial processor 610 receives a response from the data 
management system 606 with the requested spatial data and 
feature data or an indication that the feature data does not 
exist. The spatial processor 610 processes the spatial data and 
the feature data and transmits the processed data to the pro 
gram management system 602. 
0146 The spatial processor 610 identifies and generates 
one or more geocodes based upon a query. Such as a search 
criteria. The geocodes may include a latitude and a longitude 
or other location identifiers that designate a geographic loca 
tion. 
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0147 The spatial processor 610 geocodes data submitted 
by the user system 608. In one embodiment, the user system 
608 transmits data for a contact, including an address. The 
spatial processor 610 receives the contact data from the pro 
gram management system 602 and geocodes the contact data 
using the address data. The spatial processor 610 transmits 
the geocode for the contact data to the program management 
system 602. 
0.148. The image processor 612 receives queries from the 
program management system 602. The image processor 612 
transmits a response to the program management system 602 
with the match to the query or an indication that the requested 
data does not exist. In one example, the response includes one 
or more images identifying geospatial data for an area corre 
sponding to the query. The one or more images also may 
identify CAM data, such as one or more CAP assets, interest 
areas, buffer areas, audience members, or other CAM data. 
014.9 The image processor 612 receives requests from the 
program management system 602 for images or other image 
data, and the image processor responds to the program man 
agement system with the corresponding images or other 
image data or an indication that the requested images or other 
image data do not exist. The image processor 612 generates 
images or other image data for geographic areas and/or fea 
ture data. The images may identify geospatial data, including 
map data identifying geographic areas for the CAP, and other 
geospatial data. The images also may identify CAM data, 
Such as one or more interest areas, buffer areas, point features, 
contacts, other audience members, other locations of interest, 
Such as buildings and CAP assets, other program data, and 
other feature data. A point feature is a geocoded location that 
indicates a location of a person, place, orthing, such as a CAP 
asset, a contact or other audience member, and other features. 
A point feature may be identified on a map image or other 
map data. 
0150. The image processor 612 queries the data manage 
ment system 606 to obtain feature data, including spatial data, 
point feature data, contact data, other audience member data, 
CAPasset data, program data, interest area data, buffer data, 
and other CAM data. The image processor 612 receives a 
response with the match to the query or an indication that the 
requested data does not exist. 
0151. In one embodiment, the queries transmitted from 
the program management system 602 to the spatial processor 
610 and/or the image processor 612 are SQL queries. In this 
embodiment, the responses transmitted from the spatial pro 
cessor 610 and/or the image processor 612 to the program 
management system 602 are SQL responses. 
0152. In another embodiment, the queries transmitted 
from the spatial processor 610 and/or the image processor 
612 to the data management system 606 are SQL queries. In 
this embodiment, the responses transmitted from the data 
management system 606 to the spatial processor 610 and/or 
the image processor 612 are SQL responses. 
0153. In one embodiment, the image processor 612 iden 

tifies CAM feature data and spatial data located within a 
search range of a geocode and generates one or more images, 
text, and/or other data representing the identified CAM fea 
ture data and/or spatial data. In one example, the image pro 
cessor 612 generates one or more maps identifying a geo 
graphic area within a range of a query, such as a search, and 
transmits the maps to the program management system 602. 
The maps may include multiple layers of CAM feature data, 
including audience data, Spatial data, CAP asset data, pro 
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gram data, buffer data, interest area data, document data, 
and/or journal data. Feature data in this example refers to data 
selected for display. In one example, the map may identify 
contacts, other audience members, a pipeline or other pipe 
line asset or CAP asset, a centerline for a pipeline or an 
interest area for another CAP asset, and a buffer area for a 
pipeline or other CAP asset. In this example, layers of data 
may be selected so they are displayed on the map. The layers 
include both spatial data and CAM data. If the audience layer 
is not selected, the audience data from the CAM datasets is 
not generated for display. Similarly, if a roads spatial layer is 
not selected, the spatial data identifying roads is not generated 
for display. The image processor 612 also generates images 
based on navigation criteria, Such as a selection of a pan, 
Zoom, a drag pan, or movement of a map in a direction. 
0154 The data management system 606 receives and pro 
cesses communications, such as queries and data, from the 
program management system 602 and the spatial manage 
ment system 604. The data management system 606 transmits 
communications, including spatial data and CAM data, to the 
program management system 602 and the spatial manage 
ment system 604. The data management system 606 stores 
and retrieves spatial data and CAM data. 
0155 The data management system 606 may include one 
or more data storage systems, databases, data structures, and/ 
or Volatile and/or nonvolatile memory. The data management 
system 606 manages contact data and other audience data 
614, geospatial data 616, CAP asset data 618, program data 
620, buffer data 622, interest area data 624, document data 
626, and/or journal data 628. 
0156 The audience data 614 may include a contact or 
audience name, an audience type, a company or city name, an 
address, a phone number, a fax number, an email address, a 
region, a SIC code, a FIPS code, statistical information, jour 
nal entry data, document data, or other information. The 
audience data 614 may include one or more contacts or other 
audience members. 
0157. The geospatial data 616 may include geographic 
data, Spatial data, point data, or other spatial data. The geospa 
tial data 616 also may include geocoded or geocoding data, 
other geocode data, and image data. 
0158. The CAPasset data 618 may include data identify 
ing one or more physical or logical features or entities, envi 
ronmental features, company features, equipment features, 
building features, devices, systems, and/or objects associated 
with a CAP for which a company, entity, and/or audience has 
an interest and/or otherwise affects the operation of the sys 
tem management by the CAP and/or the auditing and/or 
reporting of the CAM system and/or other CAP features for a 
CAP. In one embodiment of a pipeline CAP, the CAP asset 
data 618 includes pipeline data, Such as a width, length, and 
material of a pipeline, structural aspects of the pipeline, 
valves, building locations, and other structural features of the 
pipeline. The CAP asset data 618 for a pipeline also may 
include environmental and other features associated with a 
pipeline CAP. 
0159. The program data 620 may include audit informa 

tion, post office data related to the audit program, program 
specifications, including regulations and legal information, 
identifications of users, associated parties, and other program 
data used to manage the CAP. In one embodiment, the pro 
gram data 620 includes audit data for a pipeline CAP. 
0160 The buffer data 622 includes data identifying one or 
more buffer areas for one or more CAPassets, interest areas, 
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other CAM data, or otherwise for the CAP. The buffer data 
622 may include buffer area data that is a selected distance 
from an interest area or a CAP asset, varied or non-varied 
selected distances from different points of an interest area or 
a CAP asset, a varied or non-varied area from one or more 
selected locations or points, or other data identifying the 
buffer area. In one embodiment, the buffer data 622 identifies 
a buffer area for a pipeline. 
0.161 The interest area data 624 identifies one or more 
interest areas for one or more CAP assets, point features, 
environmental points of interest, or other identifiers. In one 
embodiment, the interest area data 624 identifies the center 
line of a CAP asset. In one example, the centerline is the 
centerline of a pipeline. 
(0162 The document data 626 identifies data of one or 
more documents. The document data 626 may include docu 
ments, such as word processing documents, spreadsheet 
documents, images, HTML documents, portable document 
format (PDF) documents, images, email, regulatory docu 
ments, or other documents, data from any of the foregoing, 
and other document data. The document data 626 may iden 
tify links to documents or provide other location identifiers to 
documents. 
0163 The journal data 628 includes journal entries, con 
tact identifiers, CAP asset identifiers, and/or other data for a 
journal. The journal data 628 may relate to spatial data and/or 
CAM data, including data for CAP assets, contacts, other 
audience members, buffer areas, and interest areas, program 
data, and/or other relevant data for the CAP. 
0164. Any of the data 614-628 in the data management 
system 606 may include geocode information. For example, 
the CAP asset data 618 may include a point feature or other 
geocoded location to identify the location of the CAP asset. 
0.165. The user system 608 includes a processor config 
ured to communicate with the program management system 
602 over a connection. The user system 608 receives commu 
nications, including data and signaling, and transmits com 
munications, including data and signaling. In one embodi 
ment, the user system 608 includes a browser that displays 
feature data and images received from the project manage 
ment system 602 and that enables the user to enter input data. 
Although, other tools may be used to enter data and display 
data. 
0166 In one embodiment, the spatial processing system 
104C operates as follows. The user system 608 transmits a 
request to the program management system 602 for audience 
data identifying public officials within a selected zip code. 
The public officials are a type of audience member. The 
program management system 602 processes the communica 
tion and determines that a request should be made to the 
spatial management system 604. 
0167. The project management system 602 transmits a 
request to the spatial processor 610 to locate the specific type 
of audience members within the selected zip code. In this 
example, the Zip code is a spatial layer, and the audience 
members are in a CAM dataset. 
0.168. The spatial processor 610 processes the request and 
geocodes the search criteria. The search criteria in this 
example is the zip code. The spatial processor 610 transmits 
a request with the geocode data to the data management 
system 606 to locate the feature data meeting the selected 
criteria. In this example, the selected criteria include contacts 
having a type of public official and a spatial property within 
the selected zip code. 
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0169. The database management system 606 responds to 
the spatial processor 610 with the requested feature data. The 
spatial processor 610 in turn responds to the project manage 
ment system 602 with the feature data that matches the 
request. In this example, the feature data includes a list of 
contacts that are public officials within the selected zip code. 
0170 The project management system 602 processes the 
response from the spatial processor 610 and determines that a 
match for the feature data was located. The program manage 
ment system 602 transmits a request to the image processor 
612 for the image data that corresponds to the feature data. 
The image processor 612 queries the data management sys 
tem. 606 for the requested image data. 
0171 The data management system 606 processes the 
request, and transmits a response to the image processor 612 
with the image data that matches the request. The image 
processor 612 processes the image data, and generates one or 
more map images to the program management system 602. In 
this example, the map images include a map image depicting 
the geographic area identified by the selected Zip code and 
identifying the point features for the contacts within the Zip 
code, an overview map image identifying the selected Zip 
code and the Surrounding Zip codes within the selected range, 
and a map legend identifying the feature data on the map 
image. 
0172. The program management system 602 transmits a 
query to the data management system 606 to obtain cross 
reference data associated with the contacts. The cross refer 
ence data is document data and other data associated with 
specific feature data returned from the spatial processor 610 
and/or the image processor 612 in response to the queries. In 
this example, the cross reference data includes documents 
that are linked to the contacts and/or the other feature data 
returned in the response. The data management system 606 
transmits a response to the query, which includes links to 
documents associated with the contacts. In other examples, 
the data management system 606 transmits the actual docu 
ments to the program management system 602 in the 
response. 
0173 The program management system 602 also trans 
mits a query to the data management system 606 for associ 
ated journal data. In this example, the data management sys 
tem. 606 responds with journal data, including specific journal 
entries and data identifying the users that added the journal 
entries. This query may be within the same query as the cross 
reference data query or a separate query. 
0.174. The program management system 602 processes the 
data received in the responses from the spatial management 
system 604 and the data management system 606. The pro 
gram management system 602 generates a communication to 
the user system 608. The program management system 602 
renders the images received from the image processor 612. 
the feature data received from the spatial processor 610, and 
the cross reference data and journal data received from the 
data management system 606 for display by the user system 
608. In this example, the cross reference data includes hyper 
links to linked document data. In one example, the program 
management system 602 renders the data as a user interface 
displayable by the user system 608. 
0.175. In another example, the user system 608 transmits a 
communication to the program management system 602 
requesting all contacts at a selected address. In this example, 
the program management system 602 is configured to return 
results within a selected range or distance of the address. The 
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program management system 602 queries the spatial manage 
ment system 604 to identify feature data within the selected 
range of the address. 
0176 The spatial management system 604 geocodes the 
address and queries the data management system 606 to iden 
tify feature data within the selected range of the geocode. The 
data management system 606 returns the feature data match 
ing the query to the spatial management system 604. The 
spatial management system 604 formats the matching feature 
data, if necessary, and transmits the feature data and the 
geocode for the address to the program management system 
602. 

0177. The program management system 602 transmits 
another query to the spatial management system 604 request 
ing image data corresponding to the geocode. The spatial 
management system 604 transmits a response to the program 
management system 602 with the requested image data. 
0.178 The program management system 602 transmits a 
request to the data management system 606 to obtain cross 
reference data. The data management system 606 responds to 
the program management system 602 with the cross reference 
data, including document data and journal data. 
0179 The program management system 602 renders the 
feature data, the image data, and the cross reference data to 
the user system 608. In this example, a user interface is 
rendered with a map identifying a geographic area for the 
selected range around the address. In this example, the feature 
data includes pipeline data, interest area data, and buffer area 
data. The interest area data includes centerline data for the 
pipeline. The pipeline is indicated on the map by a selected 
color, symbol, and/or shading. The centerline of the pipeline 
is indicated by another selected color, symbol, and/or shad 
ing. The centerline indicates the location of the pipeline in the 
geographic area identified by the map. A buffer area also is 
indicated on the map. The buffer area is indicated by another 
selected color, shading, and/or symbol. In this example, the 
buffer data indicates an area on each side of the pipeline 
centerline. Feature data includes spatial data in other 
examples. 
0180. The contacts and other audience members are indi 
cated on the map as point features. At least Some of the point 
features are displayed in the geographic area of the map 
relative to the buffer area. As used herein, the team “relative' 
means within, next to, or a distance from the associated object 
or area, but displayable within a selected range of the area or 
object. In the present example, the point features are dis 
played within or next to the buffer area so that the user can 
identify where the contacts and other audience members are 
in the selected geographic area and where the buffer area is in 
the selected geographic area. 
0181 FIG. 7 depicts another exemplary embodiment of a 
spatial processing system 104D. The spatial processing sys 
tem 104D includes a program management system 602A, a 
spatial management system 604A, a document management 
system 702, an audience management system 704, a journal 
management system 706, a CAP asset management system 
708, an interest area management system 710, a buffer man 
agement system 712, an audit management system 714, and a 
user interface 716. The spatial processing system 104D also 
includes audience data 614A, geospatial data 616A, CAP 
asset data 618A, program data 620A, document data 626A, 
and journal data 628A. The CAP asset data 618A of FIG. 7 
also includes interest area data and buffer area data. 
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0182. The program management system 602A manages 
the program data 620A, including Storage and retrieval of the 
program data, and communications to and from the user 
interface 716. The communications maybe queries, data, sig 
naling, or other communications. For example, the program 
management system 602A receives queries for data from the 
user interface 716 and transmits responses to the user inter 
face. The responses may include feature data and image data, 
including map data. 
0183 The program management system 602A manages 
communications to and from the other components of the 
spatial processing system 104D. The communications may be 
queries, data, signaling, or other communications. For 
example, the program management system 602A initiates 
queries for feature data and image data, including map data, to 
other components of the spatial processing system 104D, and 
the program management system receives responses from the 
other components of the spatial processing system. The pro 
gram management system 602A performs other functions 
similar to the program management system 602 of FIG. 6. 
0184 The program management system 602 renders one 
or more images and/or feature data, Such as for the user 
interface 716. The program management system 602A for 
mats the feature data and/or image data, including map data, 
in a form receivable and processable by the user interface 716. 
In some examples, the rendered communications to the user 
interface 716 include links for documents, the documents 
themselves, and/or other data. 
0185. The spatial management system 604A manages the 
spatial data 616A, including storage and retrieval of the 
geospatial data and querying the spatial data. The spatial 
management system 604A receives and processes communi 
cations, such as queries and data, from the program manage 
ment system 602A and other components in the spatial pro 
cessing system 104D. The spatial management system 604A 
transmits communications. Such as query results and data, to 
the program management system 602A. The data may 
include feature data and/or image data. 
0186 The spatial management system 604A receives que 
ries from the program management system 602A and, if a 
match is identified, returns results matching the queries to the 
program management system. The results may include one or 
more images and/or feature data. In some instances, the spa 
tial management system 604A queries the other components 
of the spatial processing system 104D and retrieves data from 
the other components. This data may include audience data, 
CAP asset data, geospatial data, interest area data, journal 
data, and/or document data. In one embodiment, the CAP is a 
pipeline CAP, and the CAPasset data includes pipeline asset 
data. 
0187. The spatial management system 604A geocodes 
data received from the program management system 602A or 
otherwise received via the user interface 716, including con 
tact data, other audience data, queries, and other data. The 
spatial management system 604A also retrieves image data 
corresponding to feature data and/or geocoded data. 
0188 The image data may include map data identifying 
geographic areas managed by the CAP and the spatial pro 
cessing system 104D. The image data also may include a map 
image, an overview map image, a legend, a buffer area, a CAP 
asset, an interest area, an audience member, and/or other 
spatial data and/or feature data. The image data also may 
include point features for contacts or other audience mem 
bers, CAPassets, buffer areas, interest areas, and other loca 
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tions or points of interest. The spatial management system 
604A also performs functions similar to the spatial manage 
ment system 604 of FIG. 6. 
0189 The document management system 702 manages 
document data 626A. The document management system 702 
enables a user to associate documents to contacts, other audi 
ence members, CAPassets, journal entries, or other feature or 
attribute data so that an associated document or other associ 
ated document data will be generated for display upon selec 
tion or display of selected data or upon selection of a link or 
other identifier of a document or document data. 
0190. In one example, a user uses the user interface 716 to 
link a document to selected feature data or an attribute of the 
feature data, Such as to a contact oranasset. When the contact 
or asset data is generated for display, a link for the document 
also is generated for display. A user may select the link, and, 
in response, the document will be generated for display by the 
program management system 602A. Alternately, a user may 
link a document to selected feature data. When the feature 
data is generated for display, the document also will be gen 
erated for display. 
0191 In another example, document data from a docu 
ment is linked to feature data. When the feature data is gen 
erated for display, the document data, not the document itself. 
is generated for display with the feature data. 
0.192 The audience management system 704 manages 
contact data and other audience data 614A. The audience 
management system 704 receives and stores audience data 
614A and retrieves audience data for display. In one example, 
the audience data 614A is entered using the user interface 
716. In another example, the audience data 614A is generated 
for display to the user interface 716. 
0193 In some instances, the audience management sys 
tem 704 manages only contact data. The audience manage 
ment system 704 enables a user to enter new audience data, 
edit existing audience data, or delete audience data. The audi 
ence management system 704 also enables a user to link 
audience data to other feature data. 
0194 The journal management system 706 manages jour 
nal data 628A. The journal management system 706 enables 
a user to enter new journal data, edit existing journal data, 
delete journal data, or link journal data to other feature data. 
In one example, journal data is received from or transmitted to 
the user interface 716. Journal data includes, for example, 
journal entries identifying an audience member, including a 
contact, a selected aspect of the CAP, a location or other 
spatial data, a CAPasset, program data, feature data, or other 
data. The journal data may include a user making an entry, an 
action taken, a user taking the action, a date the action was 
taken, other transaction data, and/or other data. An action may 
include, for example, generating or transmitting an audit 
package, performing a regulatory action under the CAP, iden 
tifying or complying with regulatory or CAP program speci 
fications, or another action relevant to the CAP. 
0.195 The journal management system 706 also tracks 
communications with, and information related to, a contact or 
other audience member or a specific user. In one embodiment, 
if a communication is sent to a contact, the journal manage 
ment system 706 automatically generates a journal entry 
identifying the communication transmitted to the contact, the 
contact, the date and time the transmission was sent, and a 
comment or other entry identifying the context of the com 
munication. In another embodiment, if an action is taken 
related to a contact, the journal management system 706 
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automatically generates a journal entry identifying the action 
taken for the contact, the user taking the action, and the time 
and date the action was taken. 
0196. In one embodiment, the journal management sys 
tem 706 attaches one or more journal entries to feature data, 
including spatial features. For example, the journal manage 
ment system 706 may attacha journal entry to a contact point 
feature, a CAP asset, or a location identified by a spatial 
feature. Other examples exist. 
0197) The CAP asset management system 708 manages 
CAPasset data 618A. In the embodiment of FIG. 7, the CAP 
asset data 618A includes interest area data and buffer area 
data. In one example, the CAP asset data includes pipeline 
asset data, including pipeline data. CAP asset data may be 
transmitted to and received from the user interface 716. 
0198 The CAP asset management system 708 manages 
the retrieval and storage of CAP asset data 618A. The CAP 
asset management system 708 identifies specific CAPassets 
for a specific CAP and records features and specifications for 
the CAP asset. 
0199 The interest area management system 710 manages 
interest area data for the CAP assets. The interest area man 
agement system 710 controls retrieval and storage of the 
interest area data. The interest area management system 710 
identifies and records specifications and features for the inter 
est areas of CAPassets. In one example, the interest area data 
identifies centerlines for one or more pipelines. Interest area 
data may be received from and transmitted to the user inter 
face 716. 
(0200. The buffer management system 712 manages 
retrieval and storage of buffer area data and other buffer data 
for the CAP. The buffer management system 712 controls 
identification and recordation of buffer area features and 
specifications. Buffer area data may be received from and 
transmitted to the user interface 716. 
0201 The audit management system 714 manages audit 
information. The audit information may be included in the 
program data 620A. The audit management system 714 con 
trols retrieval and storage of audit data, such as information 
included in an audit package, links between audit data and 
contacts, links between audit data and other feature data, and 
other aspects associated with audit data. Audit data may be 
received from or transmitted to the user interface 716. 

0202 The user interface 716 generates data for display to 
a user, including feature data and image data. The image data 
may include a map image, an Overview map image, a map 
legend, a CAP asset, a buffer area, an interest area, an audi 
ence point feature, and/or other spatial data and/or feature 
data. 

0203 The user interface 716 also enables a user to enter 
data, including feature data and queries. A query is transmit 
ted to the program management system 602A to locate a 
selected type of audience member. The query may include, 
for example, a request to locate a contact by address, Zip code, 
county, company, contact name, phone number, journal entry, 
or another query type. 
0204 One or more tools may be generated for display to 
the user. The user may select one or more of the tools to 
control the type of query that will be made. In one embodi 
ment, queries are preconfigured and published in the form of 
a search tool and a filter tool. One or more SQL queries may 
be tied to the search or filter tools in one or more formats. For 
example, if the user selects a first search and a first filter, an 
SQL query may be made to a database to search for feature 
data and image data matching the query input by the user, the 
selected search toot, and the selected filter tool. In other 
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examples, only a search tool, only a filter tool, or multiple 
search and/or filter tools may be selected. 
0205 The user interface 716 also enables a user to select 
spatial layers and other layers for display. The other layers 
may include CAM data layers that are generated for display, 
Such as an audience layer that generates point features iden 
tifying the location and/or features of one or more audience 
members, an interest area layer identifying the location and/ 
or features of one or more interest areas, and a buffer area 
layer identifying the location and/or features of one or more 
buffer areas. 
0206. The user interface 716 enables a user to link one or 
more sets of feature data to one or more spatial layers and/or 
other layers and/or to one or more other sets of CAM data, 
Such as linking document data to feature data. The user inter 
face 716 also enables a user to configure the spatial data 
system 104D. Such as configure display aspects or data pro 
cessing aspects, and configure and control user access to the 
feature data and image data. 
0207. In some embodiments, the program management 
system 602A controls access to the user interface 716 or other 
components of the spatial management system 104D through 
one or more security features. The security features may 
include requiring a user to enter a valid user name and pass 
word and providing access to selected tools, feature data, 
spatial data, and data layers based on a user's security access 
level. The security access level may be controlled, for 
example, using a user identification and/or a user password. 
0208. In one example, a user enters its user identification 
and password and is able to access a selected set of spatial data 
and CAM data for a company. Another user enters its user 
identification and password and is able to access a different 
selected set of spatial data and CAM data for the same com 
pany. Still another user enters its user identification and pass 
word and is able to access still another selected set of spatial 
data and CAM data, but for a different company. In one 
embodiment, the program management system 602A is con 
figured in a service bureau-type system, and all of the users 
are able to access their selected sets of data through the 
program management system 602A by using their user iden 
tifications and passwords. In another embodiment, the pro 
gram management system 602A is configured in two internal 
systems, one for each company. In this embodiment, the first 
and second users access the selected data from one internal 
system, and the third user accesses the selected data from a 
second internal system. In another embodiment, the program 
management system 602A is configured as a web hosting 
system or another system. 
0209 FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
user interface used to enter query criteria, select tools for 
queries, and generate spatial data and CAM data for display. 
The user interface may be used to configure tools, define 
linked datasets, and perform other operations. 
0210. The user interface 802 has a browser frame 804. The 
browser frame 804 in the example of FIG. 8 includes a map 
frame 806, a command bar 808, a thumbnail overview map 
810, a map legend 812, and a Zoom scale 814. In other 
examples, the browser frame 804 includes the map frame 806. 
In still other examples, the browser frame 804 includes the 
map frame 806 and a combination of one or more of the 
command bar 808, the thumbnail overview map 810, the map 
legend 812, and the Zoom scale 814. 
0211. The map frame 806 displays a map image. The map 
image may include spatial data and/or CAM data, Such as 
feature data. One or more point features may be selected 
within the map frame 806 to cause generation of additional 
map displays or generation of other feature data. The map 
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frame 806 provides image display and navigation capabilities 
for a map image, such as pan and Zoom, based on input 
commands from an input device. Such as a keyboard, amouse, 
a touch pad, a pointer, or another device. 
0212. The command bar 808 includes function buttons 
that control the behavior of the map image display generated 
to the map frame 806 and what other components of the 
browser frame 804 are available. In one embodiment, the 
commandbar 808 includes buttons for turning the map legend 
on and off, turning the overview map on and off, turning the 
layer list on or off, changing the unit of measurement for 
representing distance between miles and kilometers, and 
measuring distance on the map image display by selecting a 
point on a map and moving to another point on the map so that 
the distance measurement tool generates a straight line dis 
tance representation. The command bar 808 in this embodi 
ment also includes a refresh button, a center map button to 
center the map where selected, a drag pan button, a Zoom in 
button, a Zoom out button, a print button, and a lasso button. 
0213. The drag pan button enables a user to drag the map 
in the map frame in a selected direction, Such as Such as left, 
right, up, down, or diagonally, to Scroll the visible map in the 
map frame in the selected direction. In one example, a user 
may use a mouse or other input device to select the map, drag 
the map in a desired direction, and release the map upon 
reaching a desired location. The map then will regenerate 
with new spatial data and CAM data for the selected geo 
graphic area. The drag pan button may be used with an input 
device. Such as a mouse, a pointer, a touchpad, a keyboard, or 
another input device. 
0214. The lasso button enables a user to draw a circle, a 
square, or another shape or designation around an area or to 
otherwise marka location on the map using a mouse, a touch 
pad, another pointer, or another input device. In one embodi 
ment, the lasso button enables a user to select an area using a 
circle or square. The selected area may be used for another 
operation or further action, such as a search, a Zoom, identi 
fying feature data within the selected lasso area for a query or 
report, or another operation. 
0215. The thumbnail overview map 810 displays a smaller 
version of the map image display Zoomed out so that the user 
can visually identify the approximate location of the map 
image display relative to other spatial features. In one 
example, the overview map 810 displays a map area of a 
selected county relative to several Surrounding counties. 
0216. The map legend 812 identifies the spatial layers that 
currently are visible on the map image display. The map 
legend 812 also may depict colors, shading, symbols, or other 
feature designations for selected layers, features, or other data 
that is displayed. 
0217. The Zoom scale 814 enables a user to Zoom the map 
image display area in or out relative to the current map image 
display area. The current relative Zoom level may be indicated 
by a color or shape. Such as an arrow, a square, a dot, or a 
circle, on the Zoom scale or in another manner. The user may 
select a location on the Zoom scale 814 to Zoom in or out. 

0218. The user interface 802 also includes a tools frame 
816. In one embodiment, the tools frame 816 includes a 
search tool 818 to enable an input for a query for a search, a 
filter tool 820 to enable an input for a query for a filter, and a 
view tool 822 to view an item selected from the viewed tool. 
0219. One or more search tools and one or more filter tools 
may be used for a single query. A search is a query that is 
executed each time a user selects a search tool and selects a 
“Search.” This results in the execution of the search tool's 
query with the results being displayed as map data, such as a 
map image, and as other feature data, Such as in tabular form. 
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A filter tool 820 operates similar to a search tool 818 when it 
is applied. However, unlike the search tool 818, a filter stays 
in force during the execution of other operations until it is 
removed. In one example, a search tool 818 and a filter tool 
820 both locate audience members of a specific type, such as 
public officials. In this example, when either the search tool 
818 or the filter tool 820 is used, a map identifying a set of 
audience members that match the search criteria is generated 
for display in the map frame 806. Also, a list of the feature 
data associated with the located audience members is dis 
played. However, when the filter is enabled, the user can pan 
the map or perform other search operations or other filter 
operations, and a map image and feature data corresponding 
to the filter limitation still is generated. 
0220. The tools frame 816 also may include a tools utility 
824 and a layers utility 826 to enable toggling between selec 
tions of tools and layers. Layers may be selected for spatial 
data and CAM data. 

0221) The tools frame 816 also may include a documents 
utility 828 that enables a user to display documents that are 
associated to feature data or spatial data. In one example, 
when the documents utility 828 is selected, a screen is dis 
played that enables the user to select an audience member 
and/or one or more CAM or spatial feature data attributes or 
other audience feature data to which the document will be 
associated, including other document data, map data, or other 
data, and to associate the document to the selected feature. 
Once associated, the document can be displayed with the 
feature data and displayed when the feature data is selected, 
displayed when a link, icon, or other selection is selected, or 
displayed in another fashion. 
0222. In one example, the user also may select whether a 
link, icon, or other display method will be used to display the 
document to the user. In another example, the user may asso 
ciate the document directly to a feature or a feature attribute, 
Such as a contact name displayed in a table, so that when the 
user selects that displayed feature or feature attribute, the 
document is displayed. In another example, linked docu 
ments are indexed so that they may be searched using a search 
query. 
0223) In one embodiment, when the documents utility 828 

is selected, a document tree structure is displayed that enables 
a user to access and view CAP document data, including 
copies of documents. In one example, document identifiers, 
Such as document names, are generated for display. A user 
may select the document identifier, and in response, the docu 
ment is generated for display. In one example, the documents 
utility 828 enables a user to view program Summary and audit 
documents. 

0224. The tools frame 816 also may include a bookmarks 
utility 830 that enables a user to bookmark a favorite map 
location. In one example, when the bookmarks utility 830 is 
selected, a dialogue box is presented that enables the user to 
enter a desired name for the location identified by a map 
image in the map frame 806 and to save the map image as a 
favorite for future reference. 
0225. The tools frame 816 also may include an edit utility 
832 that enables a user to edit audience data. In one example, 
when the edit utility 832 is selected, a screen is displayed that 
enables the user to edit contact information for the CAM 
system 102. In another example, when the edit utility 832 is 
selected and the user enters address or other location data for 
a contact, the CAM system 102 geocodes the location data for 
the audience member and associates the geocoded location 
data to a map image or other geographic data. The geocoded 
location data for a map image or other spatial data may be 
referred to hereinas a point feature. In another example, when 
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the edit utility 832 is selected, a screen is displayed that 
enables the user to edit other audience data. 
0226. The tools frame 816 also may include a help utility 
834 that presents the user with on-line help. In one example, 
when the help utility 834 is selected, a user is presented with 
a content help Screen from which the user can select help 
topics of choice. 
0227. An exit utility 836 enables the user to exit a particu 
lar screen or tab. Such as a journal entry or contact screen. 
Alternately, the exit utility 836 enables a user to exit the 
application. 
0228 Auser account utility 838 enables the user to modify 
user contact information or to change user password infor 
mation. When the user account utility 838 is selected, the user 
is prompted to modify or add entries to audience information, 
journal information, password information, or other user 
information. The user account utility 838 is optional. 
0229. The tool input frame 840 enables a user to input 
query data. The query may be performed on spatial data 
and/or CAM data. The spatial data may be organized in a 
spatial layer and include, for example, an address, a street, a 
county, a city, a state, or another spatial identification or 
designation. The data for the query may include, for example, 
a SIC code, an audience type, a FIPS code, a journal type 
entry, statistical selection data, an audience member, a phone 
number, an address, a county, a city, a state, a Zip code, a cross 
street, or other data applicable to the application in which the 
tool input frame 840 is located. 
0230. The user interface 802 also includes a feature dis 
play frame 842 in which the feature data is provided. Data 
may be displayed in the feature display frame 842 as feature 
attribute data, Such as tabular information, text data, docu 
ment data, image data, or other data. The feature data gener 
ally is displayed in the feature display frame 842 in response 
to a query or a selection of spatial data or CAM data in the 
map frame 806. 
0231. The feature display frame 842 of FIG. 8 includes 

utilities for selected features 844, linked features 846, and 
linked documents 848. The selected features utility 844 dis 
plays the attribute data of features that match queries. The 
linked features utility 846 displays the attribute data for the 
linked features of linked datasets. The linked documents util 
ity 848 enables selection of documents that are linked to 
selected features, including word processing documents, 
spreadsheet documents, images, HTML documents, PDF 
documents, images, email, regulatory documents, and other 
documents. In one embodiment, the linked features utility 
846 and the linked documents utility 848 are not present 
because all linked data, including linked features and linked 
documents, is displayed in the selected features utility 844. 
0232. The feature display frame 842 also may include a 
journal management utility 850 that enables a user to insert, 
edit, or otherwise manage journal data. In one example, when 
the journal management utility 850 is selected, a screen is 
displayed that enables the user to insert new journal data for 
the CAM system 102. In another example, when the journal 
management utility 850 is selected and the user enters an 
address or other location data for an audience member, a CAP 
asset, or other location of interest, the CAM system 102 
geocodes the location data and associates the geocoded loca 
tion data to a map image or other spatial data. In another 
example, when the journal management utility 850 is 
selected, a screen is displayed that enables the user to insert 
other journal data. 
0233. The feature display frame 842 also may include an 
audience management utility 852 that enables a user to insert, 
edit, or otherwise manage audience data. In one example, 
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when the audience management utility 852 is selected, a 
screen is displayed that enables the user to insert new audi 
ence information for the CAM system 102. In another 
example, when the audience management utility 852 is 
selected and the user enters an address or other location data, 
the CAM system 102 geocodes the location data and associ 
ates the geocoded location data to a map image or other 
spatial data. In another example, when the audience manage 
ment utility 852 is selected, a screen is displayed that enables 
the user to insert other audience data. 

0234. In one embodiment, feature data 854 along with a 
menu icon 856 is generated for display in the feature display 
frame 842. One or more features, each with a menu icon 856, 
may be displayed to a user in response to a query or other 
operation. Each feature and menu icon 856 returned from the 
query or other operation can have a context sensitive menu 
associated with it. The context of the menu is based on the 
configuration of the tool or layer for which the operation is 
performed. The menu is context sensitive because the opera 
tions within the menu apply to the feature that is represented 
by the row of data. 
0235. In one embodiment, a features menu 858 in the 
feature display frame 842 includes a center on option 860, a 
Zoom to option 862, a link document utility 864, a journal 
entry utility 866, and an audience utility 868. With the center 
on option 860, the user can center on an audience member 
within the map. With the Zoom to option 862, the user can 
Zoom the map into a close area around an audience member's 
address or other data. With the link document utility 864, a 
user can link a document to an audience member, a journal 
entry, or other data or otherwise manage document data. With 
the journal entry utility 866, a user can add, edit, or otherwise 
manage a journal entry for an audience member or other data. 
With the audience utility 864, a user can edit, add, or other 
wise manage data for an audience member. 
0236. The CAM system 102 may be configured to limit 
access to any of the features, utilities, tabs, buttons, and/or 
menus based upon security settings for a particular user. The 
security settings may be controlled, for example, by a user's 
identification and password. In one embodiment, if a user is 
not authorized to perform a certain operation, such as edit 
audience members, the menu option or utility for that opera 
tion is not displayed to the user. 
0237. In one embodiment, the user interface 802 enables a 
user to geographically manage audience members. In one 
example, the user interface 802 includes a map or map data of 
a geographic area. The map or map data may include, for 
example, data indicating a location of a pipeline or other point 
of interest. In this example, a user enters a contact name 
and/or address or other location, and the spatial processing 
system 104 identifies a geocode for the location, such as by 
identifying the latitude and longitude of the location. The 
spatial processing system 104 associates the geocoded loca 
tion to a map. As a result, the audience member is identified 
on the map of the geographic area or is otherwise associated 
with the map data for that geographic area. In this example, 
the audience data is displayed on a map of a geographic area 
within a buffer area of a pipeline and other audience data 
within the geographic area also is displayed. A centerline 
type interest area, a buffer area, a point feature for the selected 
audience member, and point features for other audience 
members within the geographic area are all displayed on the 
map. 

0238. The user may search information for the audience 
member and display that information or other information for 
the audience member on the map. The user also may search 
the audience information in the database. Such as related 
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documents, spreadsheet information, or other information 
and identify and display the resulting information. 
0239. The user interface 802 and the spatial processing 
system 104 also can be configured to identify and generate 
other geocodes based on a search criteria, Such as a location 
identifier that designates a geographic location. Examples of 
other location identifiers are latitude and longitude coordi 
nates, north, South, east, west, up, down, left, right, vertical 
and horizontal coordinates, North American data (NAD) 27, 
NAD83, axial coordinates, other ordinate systems, position 
ing indicators, and mark identifiers. 
0240. In another example, the user enters data for a con 

tact. This may be done when the contact is entered or when 
editing the contact data. Contact data is data identifying dif 
ferent features or aspects of the contact and may be stored in 
a contact record. In this example, contact data includes a 
company name, a contact name, a contact type. Such as an 
emergency official, a public official, police, a resident, an 
excavator, a business, an affected public, or other, an address, 
a city, a county, a phone number, a fax number, a region, a line 
identification (ID), one or more SIC codes, and one or more 
journal entries. 
0241. In another embodiment, the user links documents 
interactively to or with audience data. The audience data is in 
one or more audience records. In one example, the spatial 
processing system 104 renders a map and the audience data. 
The user sends a letter to the audience. The userlinks the letter 
to the audience record. When the audience record is displayed 
or otherwise retrieved, the linked document also is retrieved 
and identified with a link, an icon, or another method. The 
user can select the link, icon, or other method to display the 
linked document. In another example, the user links other 
audience data to the audience record. The link to the other 
audience data is displayed when the audience record is dis 
played. In another example, the user links the document 
directly to feature data. When the feature data is displayed, 
the user selects the feature data, and the document is dis 
played. 
0242. In another embodiment, the system includes a jour 
nal utility. The journal utility is used to enter or edit a journal 
entry. In one example, a journal entry includes data from a 
journal log file. In another example, a journal entry identifies 
when a change is made to a contact or contact record and 
which user made the change and enables the user to add a 
comment specifying why the change was made. A comment 
can be any note, remark, or other statement the user enters. In 
another example, the spatial processing system 104 automati 
cally creates a journal entry when an audience record is 
inserted, edited, or deleted. In this example, the journal entry 
contains a user identifier, the action taken (i.e. insertion, edit, 
or deletion), the date the action is taken, and a user comment. 
In another example, a user selects a new journal entry and 
adds comments for the new journal entry. In another example, 
a user selects an existing journal entry and edits the existing 
journal entry. In another example, a user deletes a journal 
entry. 
0243 In one embodiment, a user interface 802 enables 
users to insert new contacts or other audience data. In one 
example, new contact data is entered, including an address or 
other location data. The spatial processing system 104 inter 
actively and automatically geocodes the address or other 
location information for the new contact before saving the 
data. In another example, the spatial processing system 104 
saves the geocode with the contact data in a contact record. 
0244. In another embodiment, the user interface 802 
enables users to editor otherwise modify the audience data. In 
one example, a table, a graphic, or another interface of audi 
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ence data is displayed to the user. The table or graphic has an 
'edit' button or other selection. The user selects the edit 
button from the table or graphic. An audience maintenance 
screen then is displayed to the user and enables the user to 
modify the audience data. In another example, after the user 
edits the audience data for an audience record, and the audi 
ence record contains an address or other location data, the 
spatial processing system 104 automatically re-geocodes the 
address or other location data before saving the audience 
record with the geocode. 
0245 FIGS. 9-36 illustrate exemplary embodiments of 
user screen views for a user interface in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention. The exemplary screen 
views depict a user interface for an application used with a 
CAM system. Other screens or user interfaces may be used. 
0246. In the embodiment of FIGS. 9-36, the user screens 
include a browser frame in which a map frame is generated. 
The map frame optionally may include a command bar, over 
view map, a map legend, and a Zoom scale. The user screens 
also may include a tools frame that enables a user to select one 
or more search tools, filter tools, and/or view tools. A tool 
input frame also may be provided. In some examples of the 
user Screens, the tool input frame or the map frame is col 
lapsed. 
0247 The user screens also may include a feature display 
frame. The feature display frame displays, and enables selec 
tion of selected features, linked features, and linked docu 
ments. In some embodiments, the feature display frame is 
collapsed. Other features are depicted by the examples and 
the user interface screens in FIGS. 9-36. 
0248 FIG. 9 depicts an exemplary embodiment of the 
login screen. A user enters a user name and password to gain 
access to the CAP data. 
0249 FIG. 10 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a user 
screen generated for display after a user logs into the login 
screen. In this embodiment, the CAP is a pipeline CAP, and 
the spatial processing system manages pipeline related CAP 
data, including asset data, audience data, journal data, and 
document data. In one embodiment, each user has access to 
pipeline related databased on the user's security profile. 
0250. The user screen of FIG. 10 includes a map frame 
1002, a tools frame 1004, and a feature display frame 1006. 
The tool input frame 1008 is collapsed in this view. 
(0251. The tools frame 1004 includes a tools utility 1010, a 
layers utility 1012, a documents utility 1014, and a book 
marks utility 1016. The tools frame also includes an edit 
utility 1018, a help utility 1020, and an exit utility 1022. 
0252. The feature display frame 1006 displays feature 
data, including attributes, from one or more layers. The fea 
ture data can be displayed in the form of text, images, graph 
ics, documents, linked data, and/or other data. 
(0253) The tools utility 1010 includes one or more search 
tools 1024 and one or more filter tools 1026. Greater or fewer 
search tools 1024 may be included, and greater or fewer filter 
tools 1026 maybe included. 
0254. It will be appreciated that feature data is generated 
for display in the map frame 1002 and/or the feature display 
frame 1006. The feature data matches one or more queries or 
is linked data from one or more queries. The feature data 
generated for display in the map frame 1002 includes geospa 
tial data and/or CAM data. The feature data generated for 
display in the feature display frame generally includes CAM 
data or linked CAM data, including document data. Although, 
geospatial data is generated to the feature display frame 1006 
in some instances. 
0255 FIG. 11 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a lay 
ers utility 1012. When a user selects the layers utility 1012, 
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the available base layers and project layers are generated for 
display. Base layers are geospatial layers and/or CAM data 
layers associated with and selectable from all projects, such 
as roads, highways, rivers, states, counties, cities, and places. 
Project layers are geospatial layers and CAM data layers 
associated with and selectable from a selected project for a 
selected CAP, such as pipeline centerline or other interest 
area, a project two mile buffer area, a project total buffer area, 
and a project audience. In one embodiment, each user has 
access to project layers based on the user's security profile. 
0256 FIG. 12 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a user 
screen in which the tool input frame 1008 is not collapsed. In 
this embodiment, a locate audience by county search tool is 
selected, a filter audience by SIC code filter is selected, and 
the associated entries for the tool input frame 1008 are dis 
played. The user may enter search parameters of a search 
criteria for an audience type, a county name, and/or a state 
name. The user selects the display color used to identify 
feature data that matches the search criteria on a resulting map 
image. As used herein, search criteria includes query criteria 
entered by a user in the search entry boxes, drop down boxes, 
or other entry for a search tool and/or filter tool. Once the user 
enters the search parameters, the user may select the “search” 
button. The user may clear the search parameters by selecting 
the “clear button. 
0257. The userscreen of FIG. 12 also includes a command 
tool bar 1202. The command tool bar 1202 includes a legend 
toggle 1204 that enables a user to turn a legend 1206 on or off. 
The map legend 1206 identifies the data layers that currently 
are visible on the map image in the map frame 1002. The map 
legend 1206 also designates unique color identifiers, shade 
identifiers, pattern identifiers, and/or symbols for selected 
layers or features in Some embodiments. 
0258 An overview map button 1208 enables a user to turn 
the overview map 1210 on or off. The overview map 1210 
displays a smaller version of the map image from the map 
frame 1002. The overview map 1210 is Zoomed out so that the 
user can visually identify the approximate location of the map 
image displayed in the map frame 1002 relative to other 
spatial features. The overview map 1210 also may be referred 
to as a thumbnail map. 
0259. A display layer list button 1212 enables a user to 
turn the layer list in the layers utility 1012 on or off. The set 
map units button 1214 enables a user to set the map units for 
the map displayed in the map frame 1002 to feet, miles, or 
meters. The measured distance button 1216 measures dis 
tances between two points on the map. The refresh map 
button 1218 requests the current map to be redisplayed. The 
center map button 1220 centers the map based on a point 
selected on the map. 
0260 A drag pan button 1222 enables a user to drag the 
map in the map frame 1002 in a selected direction, such as 
left, right, up, down, or diagonally, to scroll the visible map in 
the map frame in a desired direction. In one example, a user 
may use a mouse, a touchpad, or other pointer or input device 
to select the map, drag the map in a desired direction, and 
release the map upon reaching a desired location. The map 
then will regenerate with new geospatial data and feature data 
for the selected geographic area. 
0261. A Zoom in button 1224 enables a user to Zoom in at 
a selected point on the map for a selected Zoom level and 
center the new map data at the selected point. A Zoom out 
button 1226 enables a user to Zoom out at a selected point on 
the map for a selected Zoom leveland center the new map data 
at the selected point. 
0262. A Zoom scale 1228 enables a user to Zoom the map 
image display area in or out at various Zoom levels relative to 
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the current map image display in the map frame 1002. The 
user can select a location on the Zoom scale 1228 to Zoom in 
Or Out. 

0263 Alasso button 1230 enables a user to mark a loca 
tion on the map using a mouse, a touch pad, or other pointer 
or input device. In one embodiment, the lasso button 1230 
enables a user to select an area using a circle or square. The 
selected area may be used for another operation, Such as a 
Zoom, identifying feature data within the selected lasso area 
for a query or report, or another operation. 
0264. A draw button 1232 performs an operation similar to 
the lasso. However, the draw button 1232 enables the user to 
draw an irregular shape area upon which further action will be 
taken. A print button 1234 enables a user to print the map 
frame and/or the feature data. 
0265. In the embodiment of FIG. 12, feature data match 
ing the query is displayed in the feature display frame 1006, 
Such as in a tabular form or another form. Additionally, a 
menu icon 1236 is displayed for each row of feature data. In 
this embodiment, the row of data with “public officials/exca 
vators' and “Gary Podesto' is an example of a feature, and 
“full name.” “company name.” and “address' are examples of 
attributes. If the user selects the menu icon 1236, a features 
menu (see FIG. 13) is displayed to the user. In the embodi 
ment of FIG. 12, each feature is displayed in a separate row, 
and each feature has an associated menu icon. 
0266. In this embodiment, the feature display frame 1006 
also includes an export button 1238. When the export button 
1238 is selected, the feature data displayed in the feature 
display frame 1006 is generated to a file having a selected file 
type, such as a spreadsheet, a word processing file, a PDF file, 
an image file, or another file type. 
0267 FIG. 13 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a fea 
tures menu 1302 generated for display when the user selects 
the menu icon 1236. Such as by placing a mouse or other 
pointer over the menu icon and/or selecting the entry. The 
features menu 1302 enables a user to perform selected func 
tions on the feature data. 
0268. In the embodiment of FIG. 13, the features menu 
1302 includes a center on option 1304, a Zoom to option 1306, 
a link document utility 1308, an addjournal entry utility 1310, 
and an edit contact utility 1312. With the center on option 
1304, the user can center on the contact within the map. With 
the Zoom to option 1306, the user can Zoom the map into a 
close area around a contact’s address or other feature data. 
With the link document utility 1308, a user can link a docu 
ment to a contact, a journal entry, a CAPasset, or other feature 
data or otherwise manage document data. With the add jour 
nal entry utility 1310, a user can add, edit, or otherwise 
manage a journal entry for a contact, a transaction, an asset, or 
other feature data. With the edit contact utility 1312, a user 
can edit, add, or otherwise manage audience data for a con 
tact. 

0269 FIG. 14 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a user 
screen in which an address search tool is used. The address 
search enables a user to locate one or more desired audience 
records having a selected address. In the embodiment of FIG. 
14, a user selects a search tool for an address search in the 
tools frame 1004, enters the search criteria in the tool input 
frame 1008, and selects the "search' button. After the user 
selects the search button, the spatial management system 
geocodes the address search criteria and locates the geocoded 
address. 
0270. If the address is located, the geospatial data and the 
feature data matching the search criteria are generated for 
display as a map in the map frame 1002. This matching 
feature data includes data from the disparate CAM datasets 
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that were spatially linked to the spatial layers, and the geospa 
tial data includes data within a selected range from the 
address entered as the search criteria. 
0271 In this example, the located address is highlighted 
and centered on the map. The geospatial data may be manipu 
lated using the command toolbar 1202 or the Zoom scale 
1228. If the geocoded address is not located, an error message 
is displayed, and a new search criteria may be entered. 
0272. In the example of FIG. 14, the geospatial data on the 
map identifies, example, a geographic area, streets, a high 
way, and other geospatial data. The CAM feature data on the 
map identifies a centerline 1402 for a pipeline and a buffer 
area 1404 for the pipeline. The CAM feature data on the map 
also identifies audience members relative to the centerline 
1402 and the buffer area 1404. The audience members 
include an affected public-general business audience member 
1406, an excavator audience member 1408, and an affected 
public-residential lot 1410. Other audience members, includ 
ing contacts, are identified in the map. The centerline 1402, 
the buffer area 1404, and the audience members 1406-1410 
each are color coded, gray shaded, and/or identified by Sym 
bols. The map legend 1206 identifies the color, gray shade, 
and/or symbol corresponding to the feature data on the map. 
0273. The map also identifies a second buffer area 1412. 
The centerline for the second buffer area 1412 is not visible on 
the map in the map frame 1002. However, the centerline for 
the second buffer area 1412, the complete width of the second 
buffer area, and audience members relative to the second 
buffer area are identified in the thumbnail overview map 
1210. 

0274 The feature data 1414 matching the search criteria 
query also is generated for display in the feature display frame 
1006. The feature data 1414 is displayed in a selected features 
utility 1416. A menu icon 1418 may be selected to generate a 
features menu (not shown) or other data. 
0275 FIG. 15 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating a county by State name. The user 
selects the search tool to locate a county by State name, and 
selects the state from the drop down box in the tool input 
frame 1008. The display color used to identify the matching 
feature data on the map image may be selected in the tool 
input frame 1008. If the matching feature data is located, a 
map image with the spatial data and the feature data from the 
CAM datasets matching the search criteria is generated for 
display in the map frame 1002. The matching feature data 
includes data from the disparate CAM datasets that were 
spatially linked to the spatial layers. 
0276. In this example, the state is the search criteria, and it 

is centered and highlighted in the selected display color. The 
CAP assets in the selected search criteria are shown in the 
map image. In this example, multiple pipelines are shown as 
the CAP assets in the map image. 
0277. The feature data matching the selected search crite 
ria are generated for display in the feature display frame 1006. 
In this example, all of the counties within the state of Cali 
fornia are generated in a tabular form with the corresponding 
feature data attributes. In this example, the corresponding 
feature data attributes include a county name, a FIPS code, 
and population for each county. If the search is not successful, 
an error message is displayed, and a new search criteria may 
be entered. 
0278 FIG. 16 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating a county by name. The user selects the 
search tool for the locate counties by name and enters the 
county name in the tool input frame 1008. The display color 
used to identify matching feature data on the map image also 
may be selected in the tool input frame 1008. 
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0279. The user selects the search button to initiate the 
search. If the search is successful, a map image is generated 
for display with the county centered and highlighted in the 
map frame 1002. If the search is not successful, an error 
message is displayed, and a new search criteria may be 
entered. 
0280 FIG. 17 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating counties by a FIPS code. The user 
selects the search tool for locating a county by FIPS code 
enters the five digit FIPS code in the tool input frame 1008. 
The display color identifying matching feature data on the 
map image also may be selected in the tool input frame 1008. 
If the FMS code is located, a map image is generated for 
display with the matching area centered and highlighted. If 
the FIPS code is not located, an error message is displayed, 
and a new search criteria maybe entered. The feature data 
corresponding to the FIPS code is generated for display in the 
feature display frame 1006. 
0281 FIG. 18 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating a Zip code area. The user selects the 
search tool for locating a Zip code area and enters a Zip code 
in the tool input frame 1008. The display color used to iden 
tify the matching feature data on the map image also may be 
selected in the tool input frame 1008. If the zip code is 
located, the map image is generated for display with the Zip 
code area centered and highlighted. If the Zip code is not 
located, an error message is displayed, and a new search 
criteria may be entered. The feature data corresponding to the 
Zip code is generated for display in the feature display frame 
1006. 

0282 FIG. 19 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating a city or place. The user selects a 
search tool for locating a city or place and enters a city or 
place name and/or a state name in the tool input frame 1008. 
The display color identifying matching feature data on the 
map image also may be selected in the tool input frame 1008. 
If the search is successful, a map image is generated with the 
city or place centered and highlighted. If the city or place is 
not located, an error message is displayed, and a new search 
criteria may be entered. 
(0283. In the example of FIG. 19, a pipeline centerline 1902 
and its buffer area 1904 are identified as feature data on the 
map image. Multiple audience members also are identified on 
the map image as feature data, including public officials, 
emergency officials, and affected public-general business. 
Each of the audience members are identified by a different 
color code and/or shape. In the example of FIG. 19, each of 
the different audience members are identified by a unique 
(different) color and symbol. 
0284. The feature data corresponding to the search criteria 

is generated for display in the feature display frame 1006. In 
the example of FIG. 19, the search criteria was San Bruno, 
Calif., and the corresponding feature data includes the state 
name and the 2001 population. 
0285 FIG. 20 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by Zip code. The user 
selects the search tool for locate audience by Zip code and 
enters an audience type and a Zip code in the tool input frame 
1008. The display color identifying matching feature data on 
the map image also may be selected in the tool input frame 
1008. If the search is successful, a map image is generated, 
and the audience members matching the search criteria are 
highlighted on the map image. Other audience members not 
meeting the audience type search criteria but within a selected 
range of the Zip code search criteria also are indicated on the 
map image. The map legend 1206 identifies the audience 
members meeting Such criteria with a unique symbol and 
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color. The other audience members within the range of the 
search area also are identified on the map legend 1206 by a 
unique color and symbol. In the example of FIG. 20, a pipe 
line centerline 1202 and a pipeline buffer area 1204 also are 
indicated on the map image. 
0286 The feature data matching the search criteria is gen 
erated for display in the feature display frame 1006. In the 
example of FIG. 20, the feature data includes audience 
records that meet the search criteria. If no records matching 
the search criteria are located, an error message is displayed, 
and a new search criteria may be entered in the tool input 
frame 1008. 
0287 FIG. 21 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by address. The user 
selects the search tool to locate an audience by address, enters 
a street address, city, county, state, and/or Zip code, and 
selects an audience type from the audience drop down list. 
The display color identifying matching feature data on the 
map image also may be selected in the tool input frame 1008. 
The user then selects the search button. 
0288 If the search is successful and feature data matching 
the search criteria is located, a map image is generated for 
display, and the feature data matching the search criteria are 
highlighted and centered. In this example, audience records 
are the feature data. The audience records that match the 
search criteria are designated by a unique symbol and/or color 
on the map image and the map legend. The other audience 
types and audience members each are designated by a differ 
ent unique color and symbol. 
0289. The audience records that match the search criteria 
also are generated for display in the feature display frame 
1006. If a match is not identified for the search criteria, an 
error message is displayed, and a new search criteria may be 
entered. 
0290 FIG. 22 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by county. The user 
selects the search tool for locate audience by county, enters a 
county name and state name, and selects an audience type 
from the drop down list. The display color identifying match 
ing feature data on the map image also may be selected in the 
tool input frame 1008. 
0291. If a match is found for the search criteria, a map 
image is generated for display with the audience records 
highlighted. The display color for the resulting feature data is 
selected and identified in the tool input frame 1008. The 
feature data matching the search criteria is generated for 
display in the feature display frame 1006. If no feature data 
matching the search criteria is found, an error message is 
displayed, and a new search criteria may be entered. 
0292 FIG. 23 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by company. The user 
selects a search tool for locating an audience by company. The 
user enters a company name and, if desirable, address infor 
mation. The user selects an audience type from the audience 
drop down list. The display color identifying matching fea 
ture data on the map image also may be selected in the tool 
input frame 1008. 
0293. If feature data matching the search criteria is 
located, a map image is generated for display with the audi 
ence records highlighted based upon the selected display 
color. In the embodiment of FIG. 23, the audience members 
matching the search criteria are generated for display with a 
unique color and/or symbol. Additionally, a centerline 2302 
and a buffer area 2304 are generated for display in the 
embodiment of FIG. 23. Other audience members that existin 
the geographic area generated for display are indicated by 
other unique colors and/or symbols. As used herein, the term 
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unique means different from the display color and/or symbol 
for other feature data, such as the feature data matching the 
search criteria. 
0294 The feature data matching the search criteria also is 
generated for display in the feature display frame 1006. This 
matching feature data includes data from the disparate CAM 
datasets that were spatially linked to the spatial layers. If 
feature data matching the search criteria is not located, an 
error message is generated, and a new search criteria may be 
entered. 
0295 FIG. 24 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by contact name. A user 
selects a search tool for locating an audience by contact name, 
enters the contact name in the tool input frame 1008, selects 
the audience type from the audience type drop down list, and 
selects the search button. The display color identifying 
matching feature data on the map image also may be selected 
in the tool input frame 1008. 
0296 If feature data matching the search criteria is 
located, the feature data is generated to a map image with the 
matching audience records highlighted and centered based 
upon the selected display color. The audience members 
matching the search criteria are identified on the map image 
with the display color selected in the tool input frame 1008 
and/or a selected symbol. If feature data matching the search 
criteria is not located, an error message is generated, and a 
new search criteria may be entered. 
0297. In the example of FIG. 24, multiple pipeline center 
lines are depicted along with their corresponding buffer areas. 
Multiple different types of audience members also are shown 
within the buffer areas. Additional contacts are shown in the 
example of FIG. 24 in areas outside of, but in relation to, the 
buffer areas. These contacts also are identified by a selected 
color and/or symbol. 
0298 Feature data from the CAM datasets that match the 
search criteria are generated for display in the feature display 
frame 1006. If feature data matching the search criteria is not 
identified, an error message is generated for display, and a 
new search criteria may be entered. 
0299 FIG. 25 depicts an exemplary embodiment of the 
search tool for locating an audience by a phone number. The 
user selects the search tool for locating an audience by a 
phone number, enters the phone number in the tool input 
frame 1008, selects the audience type from the audience drop 
down list, and selects the search button. The display color 
identifying matching feature data on the map image also may 
be selected in the tool input frame 1008. 
0300. If feature data matching the search criteria is 
located, a map image is generated with the audience records 
highlighted and centered based upon the selected display 
color in the tool input frame 1008. The matching feature data 
audience records are generated for display with the selected 
color and/or a unique symbol. Other feature data audience 
records are generated for display within a selected range of 
the geographic area identified by the search criteria, and those 
audience records are depicted using another color and/or 
symbol. 
0301 The feature data from the CAM datasets matching 
the search criteria is generated for display in the feature 
display frame 1006. If feature data matching the search cri 
teria is not located, an error message is generated for display, 
and a new search criteria may be entered. 
0302 FIG. 26 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
search tool for locating an audience by a journal entry type. 
The user selects a search tool for locating the audience by a 
journal entry type and enters a Zip code or other address 
information. The user enters the journal entry type or selects 
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the journal entry type from the entry type drop down list, 
selects the audience type from the audience type drop down 
list, and selects the search button. The display color identify 
ing matching feature data on the map image also may be 
selected in the tool input frame 1008. In other embodiments, 
the audience type selection is optional. In still other embodi 
ments, other or different search fields may be used. 
0303 If feature data matching the search criteria is 
located, a map image is generated for display with the feature 
data audience records highlighted and centered based upon 
the selected display color in the tool input frame 1008. The 
audience members within the search criteria are depicted on 
the map image by point features with a unique color and/or 
symbol. The point features generated for display for the audi 
ence members in the example of FIG. 26 include contacts and 
other audience members. In this example, contacts include 
public officials, excavators, and emergency officials. 
0304 Feature data from the CAM datasets matching the 
search criteria also are generated for display in the feature 
display frame 1006. If feature data matching the search cri 
teria is not located, an error message is generated for display, 
and a new search criteria may be entered. 
0305 FIG.27 depicts an exemplary embodimentofa filter 
tool for filtering an audience by SIC code. The user selects the 
filter tool for filtering an audience by SIC code. In this 
example, the user also selects the search tool for locating 
counties by name. The user enters the SIC code, including one 
or more characters and one or more wildcard characters, and 
selects the audience type from the audience type drop down 
list. The user also selects the display color that will be used to 
identify feature data matching the filter search criteria. 
0306 If feature data matching the search criteria is 
located, a map image is generated with the audience records 
highlighted based upon the selected display color in the tool 
input frame 1008. The audience members matching the 
search criteria are indicated with the selected display color 
and a unique symbol. Other audience members, including 
other contacts, are depicted within a range of the search 
criteria as point features with other colors and/or symbols. 
0307 Feature data from the CAM datasets matching the 
search criteria also is generated for display in the feature 
display frame 1006. If feature data matching the search cri 
teria is not identified, an error message is generated for dis 
play, and a new search criteria may be entered. 
0308 FIGS. 28 and 29 depict exemplary embodiments of 
linked features generated in the feature display frame 1006 in 
response to a search. The feature data 2802 corresponding to 
the search criteria is generated in the feature display frame 
1006 in the selected features utility 1418. Linked information 
is generated for display in a linked feature reference list 2804 
in the feature display frame 1006. The user may use the scroll 
bar to scroll down the linked feature reference list 2804, as 
depicted in FIG. 28. In the example of FIG. 28, the user 
scrolled down the linked feature reference list 2804 to review 
the journal entries 2806 corresponding to the feature data 
2802 matching the search criteria. Alternately, the user may 
expand the selected features utility 1418 so that all feature 
data 2802, including linked features 2804, are fully displayed 
in the feature display frame 1006. 
0309 FIG. 30 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an 
audience management utility for adding a contact. The audi 
ence management utility may be generated, for example, by 
selecting the edit utility 3002. After the edit utility 3002 is 
selected, a new audience contact tab 3004 is generated. Upon 
selecting the new audience contact tab 3004, a contact man 
agement utility 3006 is generated. 
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0310. In the embodiment of FIG. 30, the user enters the 
location information for the contact, including the Street 
address, the Zip code, the city, and the state. The user then 
selects the locate address button 3008. When the locate 
address button 3008 is selected, the spatial processing system 
104 attempts to geocode the location information. If the loca 
tion information is successfully geocoded, an overview map 
image 3010 is generated identifying the location of the con 
tact as a point feature within the geographic area managed by 
the CAP. In one embodiment, other feature data, including 
interest area data and buffer area data, is generated in relation 
to the point feature for the location of the contact. 
0311. The user enters additional contact information. In 
the embodiment of FIG. 30, the user enters one or more of a 
company name, a full contact name, a county, an audience 
type, a phone number, a fax number, a location code, a region, 
a line identification (ID), a two digit SIC code, a four digit SIC 
code, and/or a journal comment. The user selects the save 
button 3012 to save the audience data to the data management 
system. 
0312 FIG. 31 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an 
audience management utility generated to a user to edit con 
tact data. The edit audience management utility may be gen 
erated by selecting the edit contact utility 1312 (see FIG. 13) 
from the features menu 1302 or, in some embodiments, by 
selecting the edit utility 3002. 
0313. In the example of FIG. 31, the user selected the 
menu icon 1236 for audience feature data in the feature dis 
play frame 1006. The features menu 1302 was generated, and 
the user selected the edit contact utility 1312. In response, the 
contact information for that contact was generated for dis 
play. 
0314. The user may change any information in the audi 
ence management utility, including the location information 
or other information, and/or add a journal comment. If the 
location information is changed, the user selects the locate 
address button 3008, and the spatial management system 104 
geocodes the modified location information. The information 
may be saved upon selecting the save button 3012. 
0315 FIG.32 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a jour 
nal entry utility. The journal entry utility may be generated by 
selecting the add journal entry utility 1310 from the features 
menu 1302 (see FIG. 13). In other embodiments, an add 
journal entry utility may be selected from the edit utility 3002. 
If the journal entry is generated by selecting the add journal 
entry utility 1310, the journal entry automatically is associ 
ated to the audience member from which the menu icon 1236 
was selected to generate the features menu 1302. 
0316 The user enters the journal entry type or selects the 
journal entry type from a journal entry type drop down list. 
The user also enters a journal entry. In some embodiments, 
when the save button is selected, the user name, date, and time 
are automatically recorded with the journal entry. 
0317 FIG.33 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a link 
document utility. The link document utility may be generated 
by selecting the link document utility 1308 from the features 
menu 1302 (see FIG. 13). 
0318. The features menu 1302 was generated upon selec 
tion of a menu icon 1236 for feature data generated to the 
feature display frame 1006. Therefore, in this embodiment, 
the documents and/or other files and/or data linked using the 
link document utility of FIG.33 automatically are linked to 
the selected feature from the feature display frame 1006. 
0319. The user selects one or more files that are to be 
linked to the selected feature data. The user may type a file 
path in the entry box or select a path using the browse button. 
After the user has selected all of the documents and other files 
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that are to be linked to the selected feature data, the user 
selects the upload/next button to link the documents and/or 
files and/or data to the selected feature data. 
0320 FIG.34 depicts an exemplary embodiment of docu 
ments generated in the feature display frame 1006 when the 
documents utility 3402 is selected. The user may access cur 
rent and historical documents for the CAP using the docu 
ments utility 3402. 
0321) When the documents utility 3402 is selected, a 
document menu 34.06 is generated for display in the tool 
frame 1004 as a tree structure, a file structure, or another 
structure for each CAP project or subproject. When the user 
selects one of the document names displayed in the document 
menu 3406, the document is displayed in the feature display 
frame 1006. In the example of FIG.34, the map frame 1002 is 
collapsed, and the feature display frame 1006 is expanded. 
0322 FIG. 35 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
bookmark utility. The bookmark utility 3502 enables a user to 
bookmark a map image location. The user selects the book 
mark utility 3502 and selects the add bookmark button 3504. 
An entry box is generated that enables a user to enter a title for 
the bookmark. The user saves the title, and the map image 
location is saved. The current bookmark names 3506 are 
displayed below the title current bookmarks 3508. In the 
example of FIG. 35. “test” is a saved bookmark that may be 
selected by the user. 
0323 FIG. 36 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a help 
menu generated for display when the help utility is selected. 
The help menu may be displayed by topic, displayed for 
search entries, or in another manner. 
0324 FIGS. 37-69 depict examples in which a user inter 
face is used perform various transactions, including adding 
and maintaining contact data, adding or updating one or more 
journal entries, and linking one or more documents to contact 
data. Other examples exist, and other actions may be per 
formed. 
0325 FIGS. 37-43 depict an example in which the user 
interface is used to add contact data or to maintain contact 
data. In this example, once an initial or Subsequent CAP 
communication has been completed. Such as via mail, email, 
facsimile, phone calls, personal communication, or other 
wise, a user may add and/or maintain information for one or 
more contacts using the CAM system. In this example, a user 
may add information for a new contact, such as if a new 
firehouse was built at a new location, and interactively geo 
code the location of the new contact for a map. 
0326. After the user logs in, the user selects the edit button 
and then the new audience contact button, as depicted in FIG. 
37. A new audience contact data screen is generated to the 
user. The user enters the location information for the new 
contact and selects the locate address button as depicted in 
FIG. 38. Upon selection of the locate address button, the 
CAM system interactively geocodes the location information 
the user enters. The CAM system generates an overview map 
with the location of the new contact, as depicted in FIG. 38. 
The user enters the additional information for the new contact 
and selects the save button, as depicted in FIG. 39. The CAM 
system then saves the information for the new contact, includ 
ing the geocode, as depicted in FIG. 40. 
0327. The contact management tab is then removed from 
the display by the CAM system, and the selected features tab 
is depicted in the feature display frame. The user may collapse 
the feature display frame, as depicted in FIG. 41. The user 
selects the refresh map button, and the new contact data is 
displayed on the map, as depicted in FIG. 42. 
0328. The user locates the pointer on the map over the 
point feature for the new contact and selects the point feature 
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to verify the new contact data. The CAM system generates the 
contact data for the point feature in the feature display frame. 
The user expands the feature display frame and verifies the 
contact data for the newly added contact and the journal 
entries for the contact, as depicted in FIG. 43. In this example, 
a journal entry was added for the newly added contact. For an 
example of the steps for making a journal entry, see FIGS. 
49-55. 

0329 FIGS. 44-48 depict an example in which a baseline 
CAP communication has been completed. Such as by mail, 
email, phone calls, personal communication, or otherwise, 
and a user desires to maintain contact data in the CAM sys 
tem. The user locates the pointer over a selected menu icon in 
the feature display frame, and a features menu is generated for 
display. The features menu includes a contact button that 
enables a user to edit and otherwise update information for a 
contact. When a user selects the contact button, a populated 
screen is generated for display for the selected contact. When 
the user has completed editing the contact data, the user 
selects the save button to save the entry in the CAM system. 
0330. In the example of FIGS. 44-48, a user edits contact 
data after an initial baseline communication has been com 
pleted. Such as by changing a public official's phone number. 
The user performs a search to locate the selected audience, as 
depicted in FIG. 44. The search results are generated for 
display in the feature display frame. The user expands the 
feature display frame and scrolls through the contact data in 
the feature display frame until the user locates the contact data 
that will be changed, as depicted in FIG. 45. The user selects 
the menu icon at the beginning of the contact data, also as 
depicted in FIG. 45. The user then selects the “edit contact” 
button from the features menu. 
0331. A screen is generated for display with populated 
information, as depicted in FIG. 46. The user edits the 
required information. If desirable, the user enters a journal 
comment. For example, the user may indicate that the phone 
number for the public official changed on a specific date. 
When the user has completed editing the selected fields of the 
contact data, the user selects the save button, and the audience 
record for the contact is updated, as depicted in FIG. 47. The 
user may then select the selected features tab to verify the 
edited contact data. The contact data for the edited contact, as 
well as the contact data matching the previous search criteria, 
are generated for display in the selected features tab, as 
depicted in FIG. 48. 
0332 FIGS. 49-55 depict an example in which a journal 

utility is used. For example, once a baseline CAP communi 
cation is completed, such as with mail, email, phone calls, 
personal communication, or otherwise, a user may enter one 
or more journal entries for one or more contacts. 
0333 By using the journal entries, a user can track and 
document each communication with a particular contact, 
Such as each mailing, each email, each phone call, or other 
contact, or otherwise document each communication or other 
transaction with a contact. The user also can track and docu 
ment each mailing or other communication for a particular 
CAP asset, a particular buffer area, a particular interest area, 
or another point of interest. The user can review the journal 
entries, along with the contact data, other CAM data, and 
linked documents, to easily determine its compliance with 
federal, state, and local regulations and maintain a compre 
hensive audit of all transactions. 
0334. In the example of FIGS. 49-55, a user applies a 
journal entry to a contact after an initial baseline communi 
cation, Such as when a telephone call is made to an emergency 
responder to discuss an upcoming training program. The user 
locates an audience by performing the desired search. The 
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results of the search are generated in the feature display frame 
and the map frame, as depicted in FIG. 49. The user expands 
the feature display frame and Scrolls through the contacts in 
the feature display frame until the selected contact is located, 
as depicted in FIG. 50. The user selects a menu icon at the 
beginning of the desired contact, resulting in the display of 
the features menu, as depicted in FIG. 51. The user selects the 
journal entry button from the features menu, and a journal 
entry screen is generated for display, as depicted in FIG. 52. 
The user enters the journal entry type, enters the journal entry, 
and selects the save button. 
0335 To confirm that the journal entry has been made or to 
review the contact data or all journal comments for the par 
ticular contact, the user may select the selected features tab in 
the feature display frame, as depicted in FIG. 53. The user 
selects the menu icon at the beginning of the contact that was 
just altered and selects the "Zoom to' button. The selected 
contact is generated for display in the map frame with the 
Surrounding geospatial data, as depicted in FIG. 54. The 
contact data for the selected contact is displayed in the feature 
display frame. Additionally, the user may locate the pointer 
over the desired contact in the map frame and select the 
contact from the map display. The contact data corresponding 
to the selected contact is generated for display in the feature 
display frame. The user may expand the feature display frame 
and review the contact data and the journal entries log for the 
selected contact, as depicted in FIG. 55. The journal entries 
log identifies the journal entries made for a selected contact, 
other audience member, CAP asset, transaction, or other 
CAM data. 

0336 FIGS. 56-66 depict an example in which documents 
are linked to existing contact data. For example, if a user 
discusses an upcoming training program with an emergency 
responder in a telephone call, and the user mails a training 
pamphlet for the training program to the emergency 
responder, the user may link the training pamphlet to the 
contact data for that contact. 

0337 The user locates an audience by performing the 
desired search, as depicted in FIG. 56. A map corresponding 
to the geographic area within a selected range of the search is 
generated for display in the map frame, and the corresponding 
contact data is generated for display in the feature display 
frame. The user expands the feature display frame and scrolls 
through the contacts in the feature display frame until the 
selected contact is located, as depicted in FIG. 57. The user 
selects the menu icon at the beginning of the desired contact. 
The features menu then is generated for display, as depicted in 
FIG. 58. 

0338. The user selects the link document button, and a link 
document screen is generated for display, as depicted in FIG. 
59. If the user knows the path for the document, the user may 
enter the path. Otherwise, the user may select the browse 
button and search for the document that is to be linked to the 
contact data. Once the file has been selected, the user enters a 
title for the document to be linked, as depicted in FIG. 60. 
After the user selects the next button, the CAM system links 
the document to the selected contact data and confirms that 
the document has successfully been linked, as depicted in 
FIG. 61. 

0339. If the user would like to confirm that the document 
has been linked to the contact data, the user may select the 
selected features tab of the feature display frame, as depicted 
in FIG. 62. The user selects the menu icon at the beginning of 
the contact data that has been altered, and the features menu 
is generated for display, as depicted in FIG. 63. The user 
selects the "Zoom to' button. In response, a map is generated 
to the map frame identifying the point feature for the contact 
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and the Surrounding area within a selected range, as depicted 
in FIG. 64. Contact data matching the point feature is gener 
ated for display in the feature display frame. The user expands 
the feature display frame, as depicted in FIG. 65. The contact 
data, the journal entries associated with the contact data, 
linked information, and linked documents all are depicted in 
the feature display frame. The user can select the document 
from the linked documents list to generate the document for 
display, as depicted in FIG. 66. 
0340 FIGS. 67-69 depict an example of adding a journal 
comment to multiple contacts simultaneously. For example, 
after a baseline communication is made to a group of con 
tacts, a Supplemental communication may be made to the 
same or a different group of contacts. In one example, a 
pipeline company is refurbishing a segment of a pipeline in a 
certain county and notifies stakeholders for that county of the 
work about to be performed. The pipeline company transmits 
a Supplemental communication to the affected Stakeholders 
and identifies the Supplemental communication in a journal 
entry for each of the stakeholders. 
0341 The user locates the desired audience by performing 
a desired query. In this example, a “bulk journal'button 6702 
is presented to the user in the feature display frame, as 
depicted in FIG. 67. The user confirms the contacts to be 
selected for the bulk journal by selecting a checkbox at the 
beginning of each row of contact data, as depicted in FIG. 68. 
The user enters the journal entry type and the journal entry 
and selects the save button. The user also may link the docu 
ment transmitted in the communication by selecting the link 
document button 6802. The user locates the file for the docu 
ment using the browser, as depicted in FIG. 69. The user 
enters the document title and saves the file name and docu 
ment title (as shown in FIGS. 60 and 61). 
0342 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that varia 
tions from the specific embodiments disclosed above are con 
templated by the invention. The invention should not be 
restricted to the above embodiments, but should be measured 
by the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system for managing community awareness manage 

ment (CAM) data comprising feature data for a community 
awareness program (CAP) and geospatial data for an area for 
the CAP, the system operable with at least one processor and 
comprising a user interface configured to receive an input and 
to generate display elements corresponding to at least one 
query of the geospatial data and the feature databased on the 
input, the display elements comprising: 

at least a portion of the area for the CAP: 
at least one CAP asset; 
at least one member of a group consisting of at least an 

interest area portion for the at least one CAPasset and at 
least a buffer area portion for the at least one CAPasset; 
and 

at least one point feature in the CAP area portion displayed 
relative to the at least one member of the group consist 
ing of the interest area portion and the buffer area por 
tion, the at least one point feature indicating a location of 
at least one audience member. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the at least one CAPasset 
comprises a pipeline, the buffer area portion comprises a 
pipeline buffer area portion, and the interest area portion 
comprises a pipeline interest area portion. 
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3. The system of claim 1 wherein: 
the at least one CAP asset comprises at least one second 
member of a second group consisting of at least one 
pipeline asset, at least one utility asset, and at least one 
call center asset; 

the display elements comprise the buffer area portion; and 
the buffer area portion comprises at least one third member 

of a third group consisting of a pipeline buffer area 
portion, a utility buffer area portion, and a call center 
buffer area portion. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate display elements identifying at least 
one second member of a second group consisting of utility 
interest area data, utility buffer area data, utility audit data, 
call center interest area data, call center buffer area data, call 
center audit data, pipeline interest area data, pipeline buffer 
area data, and pipeline audit data. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate the display elements comprising a 
plurality of point features in the CAP area portion, each point 
feature indicating another location of at least one other audi 
ence member. 

6. The system of claim 5 wherein the display elements 
comprise the buffer area portion and at least one of the plu 
rality of point features displayed within the buffer area por 
tion. 

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate selected feature data for display in a 
feature display frame. 

8. The system of claim 7 wherein the selected feature data 
comprises at least one second member of a second group 
consisting of buffer area data for the at least one CAP asset, 
interest area data for the at least one CAPasset, audience data 
for the at least one audience member, location data for the at 
least one CAP asset, other location data for the at least one 
audience member, journal data for the at least one CAPasset, 
other journal data for the at least one audience member, 
document data for the at least one CAPasset, other document 
data for the at least one audience member, audit data for theat 
least one CAP asset, and other audit data for the at least one 
audience member. 

9. The system of claim 7 wherein the user interface is 
configured to generate a menu icon for the selected feature 
data and to generate a features menu upon selection of the 
menu icon. 

10. The system of claim 9 wherein the features menu com 
prises a link document feature and, upon selection of the link 
document feature, the user interface is configured to generate 
a link document utility configured to enable linking document 
data to other data for at least one second member of a second 
group consisting of the at least one CAPasset and the at least 
one audience member. 

11. The system of claim 9 wherein the features menu com 
prises an audience feature and, upon selection of the audience 
feature, the user interface is configured to generate an audi 
ence utility configured to enable entry of audience data asso 
ciated with at least one second member of a second group 
consisting of the at least one CAP asset and the at least one 
audience member. 

12. The system of claim 9 wherein the features menu com 
prises a journal entry feature and, upon selection of the jour 
nal entry feature, the user interface is configured to generate 
a journal entry utility configured to enable entry of journal 
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data associated with at least one second member of a second 
group consisting of the at least one CAPasset and the at least 
one audience member. 

13. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate at least one journal entry associated 
with at least one second member of a second group consisting 
of the at least one CAP asset and the at least one audience 
member. 

14. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate for display a plurality of journal 
entries associated with the at least one audience member. 

15. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate document data identifying at least 
one document associated with at least one second member of 
a second group consisting of the at least one audience member 
and the at least one CAP asset. 

16. The system of claim 15 wherein the document data 
comprises a link for the document, wherein upon selection of 
the link, the user interface is configured to generate the docu 
ment for display. 

17. The system of claim 15 wherein the document data 
comprises the document, and the user interface is configured 
to generate at least Some of the document for display in at 
least a portion of a display frame. 

18. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate other audience data for at least one 
other audience member for display. 

19. The system of claim 1 wherein the feature data com 
prises audience data, the audience data is editable, and the 
system further comprises a spatial management system con 
figured to geocode edited audience data and new audience 
data. 

20. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured with a link document utility configured to 
enable linking a selected document to other data for at least 
one second member of a second group consisting of the at 
least one CAP asset and the at least one audience member. 

21. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured with a journal entry utility configured to enable 
entering journal entry data associated with at least one second 
member of a second group consisting of the at least one CAP 
asset and the at least one audience member. 

22. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
comprises a tool input configured to accept entry of the input 
for the query. 

23. The system of claim 1 wherein the CAM data com 
prises other geospatial data, and the user interface further is 
configured to generate another display element comprising 
map data identifying the other geospatial data and to accept a 
selection of the map data as the input. 

24. The system of claim 23 wherein the map data comprises 
an identifier for the at least one audience member, the input 
comprises a selection of the identifier from the map data, and 
the user interface is configured to generate audience data for 
display fortheat least one audience member upon selection of 
the identifier. 

25. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface is 
configured to accept as the input at least one second member 
of a second group consisting of an address, a street, an inter 
Section, a county, a Zip code, a city, a state, a region, a location 
code, a SIC code, and a FIPS code. 

26. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface is 
configured to accept as the input at least one second member 
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of a second group consisting of an audience type, a journal 
entry type, a company name, a phone number, and a contact 
aC. 

27. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
comprises a documents utility configured to enable display 
ing a list of documents linked to selected feature data for at 
least one second member of a second group consisting of the 
at least one CAP asset and the at least one audience member. 

28. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
comprises an edit utility configured to enable editing audi 
ence data for the at least one audience member. 

29. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface is 
configured to generate at least one second member of a sec 
ond group consisting of an overview map configured to dis 
play the CAP area portion relative to a Surrounding area and 
a map legend configured to identify at least one third member 
of a third group consisting of a color for the point feature and 
a symbol for the point feature. 

30. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface is 
configured to enable entry of audience data for at least one 
second member of a second group consisting of the at least 
one CAPasset, the at least one audience member, and at least 
one other audience member. 

31. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 
is configured to generate a feature display frame configured to 
display selected feature data corresponding to the at least one 
query, the selected feature data comprising at least one second 
member of a second group consisting of CAP asset data and 
audience data. 

32. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface com 
prises a drag pan feature configured to enable selecting an 
image with at least the CAP area portion, dragging the image 
in a selected direction to Scroll the image, and regenerating 
the image upon releasing the image at a selected point. 

33. A system for managing community awareness manage 
ment (CAM) data comprising feature data for a community 
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awareness program (CAP) and geospatial data for an area for 
the CAP, the feature data comprising audience data for a 
plurality of audience members and CAP asset data, the sys 
tem operable with at least one processor and further compris 
ing a user interface configured to generate display elements 
corresponding to at least one query of the geospatial data and 
the feature data, the display elements comprising: 

at least a portion of the area for the CAP: 
at least one CAP asset in the CAP area portion; 
at least a buffer area portion for the at least one CAP asset; 

and 
a plurality of point features displayed relative to the buffer 

area portion, the plurality of point features indicating 
locations of at least Some of the plurality of audience 
members. 

34. The system of claim 33 wherein the user interface 
further is configured to generate selected feature data corre 
sponding to the at least one query. 

35. A system for managing community awareness manage 
ment (CAM) data comprising feature data for a community 
awareness program (CAP) and geospatial data for an area for 
the CAP, the feature data comprising audience data for a 
plurality of audience members and CAP asset data, the sys 
tem operable with at least one processor and further compris 
ing a user interface configured to generate display elements 
corresponding to at least one query of the geospatial data and 
the feature data, the display elements comprising: 

at least a portion of the area for the CAP: 
at least one CAP asset portion in the CAP area portion; 
at least an interest area portion for the at least one CAP 

asset; and 
a plurality of point features displayed relative to the interest 

area portion, the plurality of point features indicating 
locations of at least Some of the plurality of audience 
members. 


